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LESSONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY.
4 -—
CHAPTER III.-
—
-Continued.
.
J. C. Fillmore,
PALESTRINA, 1524-1594
.
Contemporary with Orlandos Lassus was a great
Italian composer, who, educated in the principles
of the Netherlander, surpassed them ail, unless
we count Lassus as an exception, in point of the
mastery of polyphonic music as a means of emo-
tional expression. .This was Pier Luigi Sarnie,
born at Palestrina
,
pear Rome, and commonly
called by the name of his birthplace. He was
educated at Rome by Claude Goudimel, a Nether-
land teacher and ’ composer of great merit, who
founded the first public music school in Rome.
Palestrina was not only a perfect master of the
whole science and art of music as practiced in his
time, but was an original genius of a high order.
Palestrina’s fame is, however, largely due to an
accident of history. The Council of Trent, in
1583, discussed the abuses which had crept into
church music, such as the complicated character
of the masses, which made them unintelligible,
the use of secular songs in them, etc. The as-
sembled cardinals were fully alive to these evils,
for now that polyphony was fully developed, peo-
ple had begun to feel the necessity of using music
as a means of emotional expression
;
morever, the
T «-a.TL. ._ x • /Ti
b.
. lorales
,
Anton Gabrieli, Giovanni Gabrieli
,
Vit-
torio,,'Arcadeidt, Clement (“ non Papa ”), Waelrant
and Lajeune.
QUESTIONS ON CHAPTER III.
What phase of musical progress characterized the
epoch of the Netherlander ? What proportion of these
two centuries was taken up with the development of the
technic of polyphonic|writing ? How much of it was
applied to the use of polyphony for emotional expres-
sion? Who was the first of the great Motherland com-
posers? Give dates. What did he do? What is a
canon? Give name and dates of the second great
Netherlander. What advance did he make on Dufay ?
Who was the third Netherlander? What advance did he
make ? What did Luther say of him ? How did the
early Netherland composers treat the words to which
they set their music ? Tell what you know of their mix-
ture of secular with sacred words and music. In which
of them does a sense of the propriety of suiting the
music to the feeling of the words begin to appear ?
What do you know of Willaert ? Describe especially
Ms attempts to render complicated polyphony intelligi-
ble. What form of secular music was prevalent in his
time?' What do you know of de .Sore and Zarlino *
Who was the last of the great Netherlanders ? Tell
what you know of him and of Ms great Italian contem-
porary. - What is Palestrina’s best-known work ? Why
is it called “ classical ’ ’ ?
CHAPTER IV.
THE RISE OP DRAMATIC MUSIC, 1600.
How the Ground was Prepared,
The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were a
time of great intellectual and spiritual activity in
Europe. The long night of the Dark Ages had
passed and the dawn of the new era had come.
Everywhere there was intellectual and spiritual
all this upward striving were social and political
disorders. The newly awakened hopes and desires of
the ignorant were often extravagant and unreason-
able. They had to learn wisdom and soberness
by the bitter experience of their own mistakes and
follies. And’ of course, too, those who felt that
their own vital interest lay in the preservation of
the ancient order opposed the new movement by-
every means in their power. ' .
GUNPOWDER AS A CIVILISING AGENT.
In the political struggles resulting from the
irrepressible conflict of the new ideas with the old,
one of the most potent agencies in hastening the
downfall of the old feudal system and the tri-
umph of the new order was gunpowder. It may
strike us as strange, at first, that a mere mechan-
ically destructive agent should ...really contribute
to the triumph of ideas, and to mental and spiritual
progress. But we must remember that the most
determined efforts were made to crush the new
movement of mind by physical force ; that the
champions of reaction had the wealth and most of
the world’s physical power on their side, and that
the victory of the new over the ojd must have
'
come much later than it did if the invention oi
gunpowder had not greatly lessened the difference
between the weak and the strong as regards de-
structive and defensive power. Previous to this
invention, which began to be effective about the
same time as the art of printing, the feudal lords
and the authorities of the Church had^ matters
i uon i n Hiver n n a
success of the Lutheran movement in Germany impulse, the thirst for knowledge, the craving for
was attributed, in no sraftlT degree, to the popular mental freedom, the spirit of free inquiry. Men
ML ^ 1L— V __a1 i.1 a * 1 ® r> i i v «• • i it T
polyphonic masses of the Catholic composers. The
council had almost decided to abolish all culture-
music from the Catholic Church, retaining only the
Gregorian chant. But wiser counsels prevailed.!
It was suggested that at least one experiment
ought to be made to determine whether, after all,
the highest form of music known could not be
made to subserve the highest religious ends. Pales-
trina was commissioned to write some music, the
effect of which should decide the fate of Catholic
church music. He wrote three masses, one of
which, especially, dedicated to the memory of his
Pope Marcellus II, and hence called the
chafed under the limitations imposed on them by
the scholastic philosophy, the prevalent outworn
. n t .• mi •. •
'C
ments elsewhere. It led also to violent attempts
on the part of those who held to the ideas here-
j
tofore dominant to crush out the new ideas
and to suppress the forward movement of mind,
—
to the establishment of the Inquisition, to bloody
.persecutions, massacres, like that of St. Bartholo-
mew, the driving out of the Protestants from
France, the crushing of them in Spain and in Aus-
J
tria,-—to civil wars, disorders and confusions, out I
of all
- - - -
their own way. A robber baron, safely ensconced
in his impregnable castle, perched on an inacces-
sible rock, feared no one except, perhaps, his feu-
dal superior, or the Church, which could inflict on
him spiritual pains and penalties, even to the ex-
treme of everlasting torture in hell-fire. Com-
mon people he despised and trampled upon with
impunity. Clad in their coats of mail*, he an
’ ’
comrades could easily subdue any
rudely armed peasants ; his cast!
all possible attac’
resisting his insu
by horrible punis
But coats of mail wer
lets, nor could
all attempts to
non halls. Gun
of warfare, mad*
one in battle, put an end to the invincibilit
. . ..
;
mon men much nearer an equality with their for-
mer masters as regards physical power, and ush-
ered in the inevitable downfall of political and
social oppreasion. Itself a product of human in-
vention, it did a great service in the cause of intel-
lectual and spiritual freedom and of the mental
elevation of the race.
THE CONQUEST OF CONSTANTINOPLE, 1453.
Another event, which seemed on the face of it
to be a retrogade movement in the world’s progress
and a detriment to advancing civilization in Eu-
rope, really contributed much to the great intel-
lectual movement out of which our modern civil-
ization has come. This was the conquest of
Constantinople by the Turks, in the year 1453.
This great Eastern capital held the remains of the
Greek civilization and the Greek literature. The
latter was as yet unknown to Western Europe,
at least in original form. Some Latin transla-
tions of Greek works existed in Italy, but no one
studied Greek, or had ever read in the original
the great literary masterpieces of the most intel-
lectual race the world had ever seen. Greek
learning and culture was confined to Eastern
scholars, mainly those of Constantinople, the great
Eastern metropolis and intellectual centre. Its
conquest by the Turks drove them out. They
went as exiles into Italy, carrying with them the
Greek ideas, language and literature
;
they were
scattered among the Italian cities, and there sowed
far and wide the seeds which grew up into the
Renascence (or Renaissance, as it is more commonly
called). Wherever they settled, men became in-
terested in the great literary and artistic achieve-
ments of the ancient Greek race, the Greek lan-
guage began to be studied, the Greek epics and
dramas were read and re-read with the keenest
delight, the love of knowledge was kindled, the
love of Art became a passionate enthusiasm, and
the intellectual impulse called the Revival of
Learning became an irresistible force.
( To be Continued
.
)
THE INFLUENCE OF LIGHT
OPERA.
One of the most striking phenomena in our American
musical life at the present time is the success of the
operetta, as represented by Gilbert and Sullivan, Supp6,
Gene6, Strauss, Milloecker, and writers of that stamp.
This success is no longer confined to the larger cities *,
traveling companies of singers penetrate the country
in all directions, and make money in towns of three
thousand and four thousand inhabitants. The great mass
of people is showing an interest in light opera such as
they never showed in any musical performances of any
sort until within the last ten years.
There may be those whe deprecate this interest, and
turn up their noses at “ Pinafore,” and “ The Mikado,”
and “The Black Hussar.” There are many musicians
who would think it infra dig. to have anything to do with
such works. But the truth is, probably, that these light
operettas are exerting a powerful influence for good on
the musical development of the country.
In the first place, it is very much better for people to
be interested in music not the best than not to be inter-
ested in any mnsic. Anything is better than stagnation,
here, as in all intellectual matters. Then, too, these
operas are by no means bad music. If they have not
anything very noble to say, what they have (so far as the
music itself is concerned) is often really admirable. In
all these authors there is a good deal of real power of
melodic invention. These operas have many really
beautiful melodies, and most of them are admirably writ-
ten. From the standpoint of sensuons enjoyment onr
people are satisfied
;
bat besides this, there is something
of intellectual stimulus in the treatment of their themes
by intelligent composers like those, mentioned. The
chief lack, of. course, is on the emotional side. Bat
comedy is not expected to be specially inspiring or uplift-
ing : it is for amusement and recreation.
As regards the text, those of Gilbert are wholly unob-
jectionable. The same cannot be said of the Viennese
and Parisian librettos. The truth is that the plain-speak-
ing on delicate subjects which prevailed on the English
stage three hundred years ago has not yet been outgrown
by our German brethren as it has by the Anglo-Saxon
branch of the race. Most of the German texts for
operettas have to be expurgated for Anglo-American
audiences.
On the other hand, it must be confessed that a good
company of German actors, like the New York Thalia
Company, does not make these operettas coarsely sug-
gestive of vice as does almost any American company.
The Germans speak put frankly, like children, apparently
wholly unconscious of any indelicacy in their exposure
of private matters. But no American company seems to
be able to deal with the more ticklish of the Viennese or
French operettas without a loss of self-respect which
often ends in an approximation to indecency. So far,
harm probably comes from some of this work. But,
after all, the operettas which are objectionable on this
score are comparatively few.
The hopeful thing about it all is that people in small
towns are coining to hear so much more music than they
used to hear, and are becoming interested in it. De-
velopment of taste and of the power to discriminate must
follow as a matter of course and this opens the way to
all higher musical interests.
GRADED LIST OF CHOICE
MUSIC.
CLASSICAL AND INSTRUCTIVE.
Grads 1.
—
Kinderfreund Op. 243, Book I
;
Kohler.
60c. Soldiers’ March, Op. 68
;
R. Schumann. 20c.
Grade 2.—Sunday Morning, Op. 62
;
Theo. Kullak.
Play on the Meadow, Op. 62
;
Theo. Kullak. Cra-
dle Song, Op. 62
;
Theo. Kullak. Each 25c. Skiff on
the Lake, Op. 62; Theo. Kullak. Rondo, in D
;
Hunten.
20c.
Grade 3.—Album Leaf
;
Kirchner. 36c. Menuet
C61febre
;
Boccherini. 80c. Spring Morning
;
Heller. 20c.
II Penseroso
;
Heller. 30c. Idyll
;
Bargiel. 26c-
Hausmusik (3 books), III and IV
;
Eeinecke. 75c.
Grade 4.—Bagatelles (Peter’s edition)
;
Beethoven.
60c. Andante, from First Symphony
;
Beethoven. 35c.
Nocturne, in Bfe
;
Field. 35c.
Grade 5.—Loure, in G
;
Baeh-Heinze. 35c. Noc-
turne, in F; Tschaikowski. 35c. Sweet Souvenir,
song without words (Good pedal study)
;
Mendels-
sohn. 35c.
Grade 6.—Norwegian Bridalprossion
;
Grieg. 35c.
Harmonious Blacksmith
;
Handel. 85c. Romanze for
Piano
;
H. Hopekirk. 60c.
BRILLIANT AND POPULAR.
Grade 1.—Dancing Lesson, Op. 64. Lichner
;
20c.
Under the Christmas Tree, Op. 66 ; Paul Hiller. 26c.
May Delight, Op. 66. 25c,
Grade 2.—Little Postillion
;
Loeshhorn. 20c.
Martha
;
Krug. 80c. Mignon Waltz and Mignon Polka;
Behr. 35c. Gipsy Camp, Op. 424
;
Behr. 36c.
William Tell
;
Krug. 35c.
Grade 3.—Swing Song; Fontaine. 40c. Feu Fol-
let
;
Jungman. 36c.
Grade 4.—Menuet in E^; Mozart- Schulhoff. 30c. The
Mill; Jensen. 35c. Polka D’ Enfant
;
Mills. 76c. La
Scintilla-Maz ; Gottschalk. 60c,
Grade 5.—Dance, Rustic
;
Mason. 75. Amorosa
;
Egghard. 60c. Nocturne, in Dk
;
Dohler. 60c. Spinn-
liea; Litolff. 76c.
Grade 6.—Fleur de Nuit
;
Ad, Kullak. 56c. 2d. Bar-
carole
;
Mills. $1.00. Bubbling Spring
;
Rive-King.
75c. Les Bells de New York, Valse, Op. 18; Satter.
$1,00. Last Smile
;
Wollenhgupt. $1,00.
Grade 7.—-Gavotte Modern
;
Liebling. 60c. Grand
Minuet, in AjZ; E. H. Sherwood. 1.00. Tarantelle, in
E[2 Minor
;
Gustave Schumann. $1.00. Concert Son-
ata
;
Scarlatti
;
Rive-King. 60c.
STUDIES.
Melodious Studies, Op. 50, II and III : Gurlitt. 2
books. 76c. each. 40 Daily Studies for Acquiring and Pre-
serving Virtuosity, Grade X
;
Czerny-Parsons. Ele-
ments of Modern Octave Playing
;
A. D. Tamer. Middle
Grade Technical exercise : Hoffman. $1.00.
Four Hands.
—
Kinder Ball I, four dances
;
Ed. Lit-
olff-Terschak. 76c. Dance Hongroise, III.; Loesh-
horn. 86c. Ballade, III. : Loeshhorn. 86c. Sleigh-
bells, III. and IV : Boscovitz. $1.00. Lncie di Lam -
mermoor IV and V
;
arranged byVilbae. 76c.
Six Hands.-—Charge of the Huzzars, HI; Spindler,
arranged by Herbert. 75c. Rdkoczi March, I., arranged
by Herbert. 76c.
Two Pianos, Eight Hands.—Ungarisher Tanz II, III
;
Alfoldy, arranged by Brissler. 76c. Tannhaliser Grand
March, III, and IV ; arranged by Berg. $2.00. Lust-
spiel Overture, III
;
arranged by Herbert. $1.20.
Jubel Overture, VII
;
Weber. $2.00. Invitation to the
Dance, VI
;
Weber. $1.50. Hochzeits March, III,
IV
;
Kafka, arranged by Riedel. $1.15.
A NEW PIANO KEYBOARD.
About three thousand years ago, King Solomon said :
“There is nothing new under the sun;” he could scarcely
have said it in the nineteenth century of the Christian
era. In America, with our characteristic mechanical
genius, we invent appliances for developing manual skill,
that the pianist may be better equipped for his contest
with the keyboard
;
in Europe they go nearer to the heart
of the matter, and, looking at things from the artistic
standpoint, to circumvent the bristling resistance of
mechanism, they invent a new keyboard. Levasaor, of
Cincinnati, has devised the “ Dactillion,” a glove fitted
with rings and springs, that, by resisting finger action, in-
creases its energy. Virgil, of New York, has invented
the “ Techniphone ” with its ingenius contrivances for
developing the delicacies of technique. Brotherhood,
the Canadian, has perfected that curious and wonderful
“ Technicon,” by which every kind of muscular aptitude
may be attained. Dr. Ward Jackson has published a
theory of “ Digital Gymnastics,” and many others have
striven to untie this Gordian knot of the musician
;
but
now we hear from across the water, that in Vienna a
Hungarian pianist, Paul von Janko, has, like Alexan-
der, endeavored to relax the Gordian knot by severing
it. He has invented a piano keyboard, constructed upon
principles entirely new. Some idea may be obtained
from a careful perusal of an article, illustrated by a cut,
which appears elsewhere in The Etude. The matter
has been furnished by Henry Nast, of Cincinnati, one of
the foremost of the younger men in the piano profession
of that city. He is abroad studying -this year, and has
personal knowledge of the new invention.
MICHIGAN MUSIC TEACHERS’
ASSOCIATION.
A State Music Teachers’ Association was organized at
Jackson, December 30th. Prof. P. H. Pease, of the
Normal School, was elected President
;
Mr. Roney, of
East Saginaw, Secretary; Mrs. K. M. Kedzie, Lansing,
Treasurer. A Vice-President from each county is to be
elected by the Executive Committee. The first meeting
will probably be called for the last week of June, just
previous to the National Association. A committee was
appointed to examine all compositions of resident
authors and recommend such as they deemed advisable
to be performed before the Association, and also to re-
commend such as seemed of sufficient merit to come
before the National Board of Examiners. The examina-
tion of these compositions was to be subject to.the rules
laid down by the National Board of Examiners. For the
short notice given there was a large attendance, and we
start with a paid-up membership of over thirty. This
will be quadrupled in a short time. Bat little apathy has
been shown, and a great deal of real enthusiasm. A
great deal of credit is due Mr. J. H. Hahn, Michigan’s
Vice-President of the National Association, for the suc-
cessful working up of the affair.
A lady teacher of vocal music in Southwestern
University, Georgetown, Texas, would like an en-
gagement for the summer months in the Jlorth in
Summer Institute or terms of- two months. Ad-
dress “ Vocal Teacher,” Southwestern University,
Georgetown, Texas.
Chas. H. Jarvis, in connection with Dr. Hugh A.
Clarke, of the University of Pennsylvania, has been
[
giving a series of important and interesting historical
concerts at the Academy of Fine Arts in this city. Ex-
tracts from the lectures of Dr. Clarke will be published
^n The Etude as a serial, beginning with next issue.
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LATER PIANO-FORTE LITERA-
TURE.
“ Thebe is no disputing tastes.” Mankind, as long as
it remains in its present conditions, craves the novel and
the exciting, and must have them. The classics are well
enough. No master has written sonatas like Beethoven,
no master can ever hope to excell Bach in polyphonic
compositions. Still, people enjoy Liszt and Moszkowski.
y Their permanent position in Art is not of as much vital
importance as whether they amuse us or not. In a word,
give us something new. There are many who declaim
against this feeling, and say it is nothing but intellectual
dram drinking, and that at each repetition the dose has
to be stronger, and one may end up by actually enjoying.
—oh, horrors!—'Wagner, he being synonymous with
brandy to some people.
Grant, though, that it is a want in our poor, fallen
human nature, and a want that must be gratified, and
then let us casually survey the broad and promising field
of modern piano-forte music, particularly later works
Mr. Krebhiel, the able musical critic of the New York
Tribune
,
lately wrote, anent the production of a new
symphony, “Manfred,” by Tchaikowsky, “Beware of
the Muscovite!” That advice holds as good in literature I
as in art. Look at the enormous strides the Russian
novel has taken in the past half century, so that in
Count 1(60 Tolstoi we have a master who can be com-
pared to*Thackeray at his best and with a tragic intensity
the Englishman never had. The peculiar political con-
ditions of the country, its unhappiness, the rapid, forcing
and hot-house processes of its culture, all combine to
render it most favorable to art produets of the highest
character, for it is a saying that a happy country has no
history. It is not surprising, then, that Russia has given
the world some grand men,
—
poets, musicians, patriots,
men who teach in song what they have learned in suffer-
ing. Without a doubt, the foremost composer to-day is
Peter Tchaikowsky: to him all Russia looks as their
greatest musician,—their Beethoven. His gigantic ‘ 1 Man-
fred ” symphony was a revelation of melody, ideas with-
out number, instruction superb, and, above all, that unde-
finable something that instantly is recognized as genius,
originality. His piano-forte works are not numerous. A
noble concerto, in B fiat minor, penetrated with gloomy
grandeur and a sadness which is almost depressing, was
one of his first. The last movement of this concerto
has been aptly described, by Weitzmann, as being
“ heaven storming.” He has since written a second con-
certo and a fantasy for piano and orchestra. In his little
piano pieces Tchaikowsky displays the utmost freedom
and melody : he is piquant and exciting. Take his Op. 2,
for instance, the dreamy and poetic Chanson as opposed
to the babbling Scherzo : they are well worth studying.
His variations. Op. 19, are scholarly and fruitful. In fact,
all of these miniatures are charming, and bear the stamp
of a master’ s hand.
The two Rubinsteins naturally occur as the best known
names in Russian piano literature. Their compositions,
particularly Anton’s, are so well known as to need no
recommendation. They are all musical and some very
difficult. Joseffy has made the splendid D minor con-
certo of Anton Rubinstein’s a household word. It con-
tains a melodious and poetic romance of Glinka, Casar
Cui, Balakireff. Too much cannot be said
;
they all,
more or less, reflect the spirit of Chopin or Schumann.
On taking a bold leap from Russia to Norway, Sweden
and Denmark, one naturally finds there Grieg as the rep-
resentative name. Edward Grieg has not written many
grand or imposing works, but who has not felt the charm
of his fresh, independent nature? Like a breath from
the fragrant pine forests of the North, his melodies, bold
and exuberant, have invaded the region of Boudoir
music, and made its artificial perfumes seem stale and
fiat and unprofitable. One note of Grieg, despite his
occasional harshness and bizarre, is worth a wilderness
of Doehler’s, Dreyschock’s, and Hera’s, with their cut
andjdried platitudes. - His Op. 19, * ‘Aus dem Yolksleben, ’ ’
is as musical as fit is original, and is probably the best
known of his works. His piano-forte concert, dedicated
and played by Edmund Neaperi, another well-known
' pianist, is one of the most interesting specimens of this
class in modem times. Its novel and well-contrasted
themes, and, above all, the elastic “go” about the work,
make it a general favorite. A strong vein of humor and
local color pervades Grieg, and gives him a hold on the
affections of people who care for national music.
Gade has done the same for Denmark, and his lovely
Aquarellen and Op. 41 commend him to the piano
student. Svensden is another Scandinavian composer of
merit, but one who principally writes for orchestra.
Halfdan Kjerulf (almost as hard to pronounce as some of
the Russian “ Skis-,” a good rule for the latter is to
sneeze, for the former always cough) has a delicate poeti-
cal vein which is well worth investigating. His Cradle
Song for piano is very well known.
Edward Neupert needs no introduction. Although
one of the foremost teachers and pianists of New York,
he still continues to compose as distinctly national music
as if he trod his native heath. All he writes is worthy of
notice, his studies in particular.
Hungary has given the world such names as Liszt and
Joachim, and the gypsy vein, the wild, weird Hungarian
music has been amply portrayed by these two masters in
their numerous compositions. Wieniawski, the pianist
and brother to the lamented violinist, has written some
charming morceaux, a trifle conventional, but acceptable.
The same may be said of Leschetitsky, EssipofPs hus-
band, whose “ Deux Alouettes” and other pieces are well
known. Dvorak, the reigning Bohemian composer, has
written a few little things for piano, but, with the excep-
tion of his Concerto in G minor, they are hardly worthy
of notice, although the Sclavonic dances are clever.
The Concert is a ponderous work, and hardly destined
for a long life. Smetana, another excellent Bohemian
composer, must be remembered.
In Germany we have Moszkowski and the brothers
Scharwenka writing continually, and producing good and
bright music, echoes from Chopin and Schumann, but nev-
ertheless acceptable. Zaver Scharwenka’ s B flat minor
Concerto was very fresh, and some of his smaller pieces,
even the hackneyed Polish Dance, are very good. Mosz-
kowski has written some beautiful duetts for piano, deserv-
edly popular, and his Moments Musicales almost deserve
to rank with Schubert’s, His Polonaise in D major and
Etude in G flat major, both very difficult works, will
repay study. Jensen and Kirchner, like Bargiel and
Bendel, are hardly to be classed as “ late ” composers.
Bargiel’s “Marcia Fantastique” is very entertaining.
Billow’s compositions are dry and scholarly. Jean Louis
Nicodf; has done some good work, particularly in a set of
little pieces bearing poetic titles, and in his Polanaise
Caracteristique. Heymann in his “ Elfenspiel,” and
Eugene d’ Albert in several minor compositions, are
worthy of mention.
. Hiller, Heller Henselt and Brahms might be tensed
all old composers, although they are intensely modern,
the latter, in particular, having struck out a new path for
himself, and while avoiding eccentricity, is certainly, in
the writer’s opinion, the greatest composer, in the do-
main of purely instrumental mnsic, now alive. His
piano-forte pieces are not numerous, and are extremely
difficult, but when one has mastered the mechanical diffi-
culties, what does he not get for his pains ? The contents
of Brahms’ works are noble and elevating, and a certain
austerity in bis melodies in these days of sensuousness is
positively refreshing. His three sonatas are great works,
his variations fruitful and ingenious, his Rhapsodies
original and bold, and the set, Op. 76, are Bimply delight-
ful. By all means Btudy Brahms.
A dainty and poetic composer, Earnest Habra-
bier, ib very much neglected; his productions are
highly polished miniatures and breathe refinement in
every note. Virtuoso pieces like Tausig’s can never
become, very popular, their enormous technical difficul-
ties precluding such a thing; but they are, nevertheless,
j
worth studying, if for no other reason but to see what
,
one man has accomplished in certain regions of art. The
two* Swiss composers, Raff and Huber, can hardly be
said to exhibit any national characteristics, and that
leads to the question, What are the distinguishing musi-
cal traits of Switzerland ? Of course, besides the tire-
some “ ranz des Vaches,” the question has not yet been
answered. Raff’s piano pieces, while being agreeable
and well conceived, have a taint of artificiality that
threatens them with an early grave. Of course, this does
pot refer to his larger works. Hans Huber, beyond his
Piano-forte Concert in C, recently played by Miss Agnes
Zimmerman in London, is best known by his Gavotte
;
that reminds one that Silas and Niemann have written
good Gavottes.
Louis Brassin will go down to fame as arranger of
Wagnerian themes, and very well he has accomplished
the ungrateful task, as a glance at the “ Feurzauber,”
from Walkure, will show. As for the distracting “Ride"
from the same opera, although Tausig, Klindworth
and Brassin have attempted to transplant its diabolical
difficulties and coloring to the keyboard, it has, so far,
eluded all their efforts. Rheinberger must not be forgot-
ten as a writer of sterling merit
;
Ms C minor Toccatto,
and his “ Chase,” are familiar to all. Ill-fated Hans
Seeling, in his Concert Studies, promised much for the
future, but he did not live to fulfill his early promises.
His etude ‘ 4 Lorely ’ ’ is well known and often played.
Isador Seiss, of Cologne, is a good composer, and has
published some interesting studies. Constantine Biirgel,
also, must be noticed. In France, St. Saens is by far
the best piano composer, and Ms G minor concerto is
certainly a brilliant work, and always heard with interest
and pleasure. Benjamin Godard is also an ambitious
young French composer. Giovanni Sgambati, of Rome,
a pupil of Liszt, is one of the Italian composers of later
days worth mentioning
;
his Piano Quintette was praised
by Wagner, and Ms Gavotte, in the somewhat unusual key
of E Sat minor, has often been heard in concert. His -
piano-forte Concerto has not yet been played in America,
but is spoken of very highly. He has also written two in-
teresting studies. This slight glance at contemporary com-
posers is only meant to give a faint idea of what some
men since Mendelssohn’s death have been doing for the
piano-forte. No comparison of their respective merits is
attempted. All tastes can be gratified, although it can-
not be denied that the influence of Schumann, Chopin,
and Wagner is more distinctly felt than the Earlier classi-
cal composers. English and American magicians have
not been dealt with, the writer reserving them for another
paper. It is hoped, then, that this brief recital of modern
piano-forte compositions will not be taken in the light
of disparagement to that Admirable Criterion of music,
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy. J. H.
_
We expected to have had the Sixth Grade of the Musi
cian ready before the date of this issue; but owing to the
many unavoidable delays which occur in the publication
of any work of importance, we have not been able to send
the remaining volume to those who have ordered the
complete set. We expect to have the Sixth Grade ready
in a short time, when those who have ordered will re-
ceive it.
The New Lessons in Harmony, by Fillmore, has also
been delayed, and it is our expectation to have the work
ready by April 1st. We await with much interest the
publication of this valuable work. The theories upon
which it is based are so important, and the development
of them so logical, that it commends itself at once to the
earnest student of Harmony, and it will be read wi th much
interest by all concerned with the theories of music.
Is the last issue of The Etude we beganr and in this
1 issue we continue, the publication ofwhat will prove a val-
uable acquisition to the piano-forte students’ list of ex-
ercises and studies : The Middle Grade Technical Exer-
cises, by G. P. Hoffman. As their title implies, they are
intended as an introduction to Tausig’ s Daily Studies,
and are designed for the development of strength, inde-
pendence and touch, and to promote mobility of hand
and fingers, essential in modern piano playing. We
have them now ready in sheet music form. Price, com-
plete, $1.00
V
TH E ETIJDE
[For The Etude.]
GENERAL REVIEW ON PIANO-
FORTE PLAYING-
r
-
After singing, the command of the piano-forte is our
most essential qualification, and, among us, is so consid-
ered.
The piano is the only instrument, excepting the scarcely
accessible organ, on which melody and harmony and the
rich web of combined and simultaneous voices or parts
can be produced with perfect accuracy.
-It is also highly adapted to accompanying song and to
conducting. From these advantages it has happened
that for this single instrument more masterpieces have
been written since the time of Seb. Bach up to Beetho-
ven than for all other instruments put together.
Most songs have been composed for that instrument
—organ parts can be transferred without any change
—and whatever quartette and orchestral music found
favor with the public was immediately presented to
piano-forte players in the form of arrangements, etc.
Therefore, no branch of practice can promise so rich
a harvest as piano playing
;
and it must be acknowledged
that, without so abundant a field, any extended acquaint-
ance with our musical literature would be scarcely pos-
sible to the world in general.
To the composer this instrument is almost indispens-
able, partly on the foregoing grounds, and partly because
no other is so appropriate, both for exercising and ex-
citing his own imagination and for proving the effect of
many- part compositions. It is equally important to the
conductor and to the singing master.
Even its defects are advantages to the musical educa-
tion, and particularly to the composer The piano-forte
is generally inferior to bowed or wind instruments in
inward feeling and power of tone or quality of sound,
in the power of sustaining a tone in equality of sound
and force, in crescendo or in diminuendo, in melting two
or more tones into each other, and in gliding impercepti-
bly from the one to the other, all which so admirably
succeeds on string instruments.
The piano does not fully satisfy the ear
;
its perform-
ance, compared to that of bowed or wind instruments, is,
in a manner, colorless, and its effect, in comparison with
the resplendence of an orchestra, is as a drawing to a
painting
;
but exactly on this account the piano moves
more powerfully the creative faculty of both player and
hearer
;
for it requires their assistance to complete and
color the significance of that which is but spiritually in-
dicated.
Thus imagination fosters the new idea and penetrates
therewith to our hearts, while other instruments im-
mediately seize and move and satisfy the senses, and,
by these means, attack the feelings more powerfully, per-
haps in a sensuous direction, but not so fruitfully in the
soul.
This is probably the chief reason why the piano has
become the especial instrument for spiritually musical
education, and particularly for composition
;
since other
instruments easily overcome their votaries, whom they
secure into their own instrumental peculiarities, and
create a one-sided mannerism in their productions.
For the earliest instruction, also, the piano has the ad-
vantage (good tuning being supposed) of presenting to
the pupil correct tones and a clear insight into the tonic
system by the key-board. But just from this point arises
the important quality of the instrument which may
be indeed perilous to all the real advantages derived
from it, unless it be sedulously counteracted
;
and this,
we must confess, is generally but little thought of. In-
deed, that dangerous quality is speculated on, and an
entirely* false system of education is built on it for out-
ward show, through whose apparent advantages even the
true artistic education is represented in a false light as
ignorant and baneful. Since the piano-forte has its
fixed tones provided, it is much easier to play upon this
instrument than upon any other, without any internal
feeling of correctness of tone, or even without hearing,
and to arrive at a certain-degree of mechanical dexterity.
How often do we meet ready piano players, who, from
want of a cultivated feeling of tone, are incapable of sing-
ing a correct succession of tones, or imagining it, who
have no clear notion of what they are playing, and who
in reality hear nothing correctly 1 How many bravura
players might one name, to whom the artistic meaning
of a simple movement remains a sealed book, and
who therefore perform the greatest and the least composi-
tions with assumption and vanity
;
indeed, without in-
ward participation, and without awakening joy in them-
selves or in their audience, bat merely a fruitless
astonishment at their technical cleverness! Just think
over it sometimes, how deep this perversion of art into
dead mechanism penetratea into artistic life
!
Whoever has an opportunity of observing many
students of music and their teachers cannot conceal
from himself that at present, particularly in large towns
devoted to vanity and &shion, the greater part of piano-
forte students are in this manner led astray ; and that a
great part of the teachers are themselves ignorant of the
right path, or otherwise have not the courage to oppose
the stream of fashion, or the allurements of example and
personal advantage.
If, however, satisfactory instruction is not to be ex-
pected from all masters, nor every student is to hope for
the choice of a good master, there remains, still, a tolera-
bly sure method of guarding against this wide-spread
evil. It consists in rigidly examining the work which is
exacted from the pupil in the pupil himself, and his
parents or preceptor insisting absolutely that the teacher
shall furnisn really profitable work, or, if that cannot be
secured with certainty, in seeking immediately another
teacher more trustworthy to his art. As already men-
tioned before, the piano-forte possesses an extremely vol-
uminous literature, partly written expressly for it, and
partly adaptations from other works foreign to it.
What can be more natural or more enlightening than
to make these works the chief means of instruction, their
complete possession being one of the objects ofpursuit; for
this end, technical readiness, finger exercises and studies
are required. But these are manifestly only means to an
end, and, as certainly as their use ought not be set aside
when the required dexterity has been gained, and the
principal difficulties overcome, or else, from a want of
methodical arrangement, exercises may be prolonged
without end.
We cannot conceal from ourselves that in these latter
times this error has been stretched to excess, and has
overwhelmed us with countless studies, etc.
Every respectable teacher, every distinguished amateur,
considers himself bound to present the world with some
dozens of studies, from which a few particular artistic
forms of fingering are to he acquired. Furthermore,
since the composition of a well-sounding study exacts
nothing but the occurrence of an idea to be worked in
the ordinary routine of composition
;
since, moreover,
a little burst of enthusiasm i
;
s highly thought of in these
matters, and since the brilliant playing of the author,
or the reputation of his master, renders him tolerably
sure of his public, we can never tell when this composi-
tion and spread of studies will come to an end
;
neither,
indeed, can we imagine how the pupil shall find time to
labor through the most respectable of them only, to say
nothing of the reaT works of art themselves, for whose
sake alone the whole drudgery has been endured.
Let the non-musical inquirer consider the foregoing as
a token of good and bad instruction in the question be-
fore ns. Sebastian Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart and
Beethoven—these are the masters to whom we owe the
greatest and the immortal and most numerous works of
art for the piano-forte. Among these, Bach and Beeth-
oven stand forward, the one in elder, the other in our
own times, as those who have reached the highest emi-
nence. After them, Emanuel Bach, Clementi, Dussek,
Karl Maria von Weber, Hummel and. many more can be
named
;
the one may indeed be compared with the other,
and, as it is my province right here not to pass judgment
upon individuals, there is not the slightest doubt but that
their pre-eminence is unquestionable. It cannot, there-
fore, be urged upon enough, that as a condition for good
piano-forte teaching, the works of those above-named
should be the distinguished and governing lessons in the
instruction. Whatever finger exercises, hand lessons,
etc., a teacher will find necessary for his pupil, must be
left, of course, to his decision, as it cannot be estimated.
But the teacher who does not conduct his pupil in the
study of our great masters, as soon as it can be done with
any precision, and the time of the lesson permits it, and
does not even make them the chief object and goal of
the instruction, such a teacher is surely not able to give
a true artistic education, however clever and careful he
may be in other parts of his duty.
Teachers who Keep their pupils to fashionable dances
and similar trifles, to arrangements from favorite operas,
etc.
,
are altogether unworthy of the confidence of those
who seek for genuine education in art.
Therefore, no teacher ought to be chosen without the
previous knowledge of his method of instruction.
George F. E$ler.
*1r
CONCERT PROGRAMMES.
The greatest practical adepts in any art, says Mac-
kenzie, are not, by any means, always the best teachers
of it, not merely from lack of the necessary patience, but
from want of the power of imparting knowledge. The
hone, which, although it cannot cut, can sharpen the
razor
;
the finger-post that shows the way which itself
can never go, are emblems of the teacher. It is only by
a fortunate coincidence that the capacity for teaching,,
which is an art sui generis, and practical excellence of
execution, are found in the same individual. There
seems to be a real incompatibility between practical
superiority and theoretical knowledge, or the power of
communicating it. This arises from the radical differ-
ence between the synthetic or constructive and the ana-
lytical or critical type of mind. Thns, learned gram-
marians are, as a rale, inelegant writers, and profound
physiologists are not seldom indifferent doctors. Poets
are, by no means, the best judges of verse, whilst the
Pegasus of critics is too often of the Rosinante breed.
—
Church's Visitor.
Pupils of Jessie M Beckman , Kenton, Ohio. Beethoven
Recital.
Piano, Menuetto, Allegro, Fourth Symphony, tour
hands; Piano, (a) Rondo, Op. 61, No. 1; (b) Sonata in
G., 79; Piano, “ Uber NeS Cor,” Theoaa, two pianos ;
Piano, “ Uber Nel Cor,” Var. I, II and III
;
Piano, “Uber Nel Cor,” Var. VI and VII ; Piano,
Bagatelle in F, Op. 33; Vocal, “ Adelaida ” ; Piano,
“Tempo de Menuetto,” Sonata, Op. 49, No. 2; Piano,
“ Fur Elise ”
;
Piano, “ Romance ” from Sonata in G,
No.
,1 ; Piano, Bagatelle, in E. flat, Op. 33; Piano,
“Rondo,” Sonata in B flat, duet ; Vocal, “Joyful and
Mournful ”
;
Piano, Variations in G, No. 3 ; Two pianos,
“ Romanze ” by Them.
Norman W. H. Schafer ( Danville College), Director of
Music.
Piano Duett, Grand Valse Rudieuse, Gottschalk
;
Piano Solo, Sonate G major, No. 2, Allegro, Mozart;
Piano Solo, Waltz C sharp minor, Op. 64, No. 2, Waltz
D flat major, Op. 64, No. 1, Waltz E minor, Chopin;
Piano Solo, Grand Valse, Op. 14, No. 1, De Wilm
;
Piano Duett, Sonate D major, Mozart
;
Piano Solo,
Waltz Caprice, Rubinstein
;
Piano Solo, Etude Brilliant,
Op. 22, Wollenhaupt ; Warum, Schumann; Etude C
minor, Op. 10, No. 12, Chopin ; Piano Solo, Sonata, Op.
14, Allegretto, Allegro, Beethoven; Vocal Solo, “If on
the Meads,” Gumbert
;
Piano Solo, Titania, Wely
;
Piano Duett, Sonate, Op. 33, Allegro, Andante, Rondo,
Diabelli.
Miss R. R. Ebright, Moore's Hill, Ind.
Piano Duett, “Marche Des Tambours,” Smith; Male
Qartette, “Sleigh-riders’ Serenade,” Taylor; Piano
Duett, “Fanfare des Dragons,” Boscovitz
;
Male Quar-
tette, “Sleep on Thy Pillow,” Giffe
;
Orchestra, “ Man
to Man March,” Warren; Male Quartette, “In Silent
Mead ”
;
Orchestra, “ Artiste Life Galop.”
Mr. Theodore G. Wettach, Pittsburg, Pa.
Sonata, Op. 37, No. 3, four hands, Diabelli; Sonata,
Op. 2, Allegro, Adagio, Minuetto, Presto, »Beethoven
Valse, Op. 64, No. 2, Chopin; “Bubbling Spring,”
Rive-King; “Last Hope,” Gottschalk; Allegro, four
hands, Bohm
;
Etude, Op. 70, No. 1, Moscheles; La-
Cascade. Pauer; Minuetto, Schubert; “The Night Birds
Cooing,” Sayers; “ Song of the Spinning Wheel,” Men-
delssohn
;
Melodie, Op. 3, Rubinstein ; Tannhauser
March, Wagner.
Rome, Go.:., Female College, J. Henry Smith. Mas. Dir.
Gavotte in D, Bach-Mason
;
Polonaise, Op. 26, Noc-
turne, Op. 37, No. 1, Chopin ; Cujus Animam, Rossini-
Liszt
;
Duet, “ Spring Song,” Mendelssohn; “Slumber
Song,” Weber-Liszt
;
Othello, “ Strakosch
;
Cachoucha
Caprice, Raff; La Dolcezza, Barnett; (‘Last Hope,”
La Bamboula, Gottschalk.
Miss Nellie Strong, St. Louis, Mo.
Piano Duett, Rondo, E fiat major, Weber
;
Piano
Solo, (a) Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 3, Schubert; (b)
Polonaise, Op, 61, No. 2; (c) Tarantella, Op. 51, No.
1. Scharwenka
;
Piano Solo, Op. 2, No. 3, Sonate,
Beethoven
;
Piano Solo, (a) Gavotte, A minor (composed
about 1700, a.d.), Rameau; (6) Suite Norse, No, 2,
‘three, Albumbletter, humoreske,’ Grieg
;
Piano, Violin,
Violoncello, Trio, Op. 99, Schubert ; Piano Solo, (a)
Serenade, D minor; (b) Soiree de Vienne, No. 6, d’aprfes
Schubert
;
(c) Rhapsodie, No. 12, Liszt.
Pupils of Mrs. Stella P. Stocker, Duluth
,
Minn.
Overture, Figaro, four hands, Mozart ; Soldier’s
March, Schumann
;
Faust March, Gounod ; Slumber
Song, Mrs. Stocker; Duo Allegro and Moderato, four
hands, Diabelli; “Break of Morn,” Dorn; Le Tour-
billon, Mattel; “Summer,” Lichner; Duo Ballet Mnsic
from Feramors, four hands, Rubinstein
;
(a) Pour Elise,
Beethoven; (b) Une Petite Fleur, Voss; (a) “Elsa’s
Dream,” Wagner; (6) Serenata, Moszkowski; (a) Im-
promptu^ Op. 90, No. 4, Schubert ; (6) Valse Caprice,
Rubinstein : Song, II Segrefco, Donizetti; (a) Bourree
Moderne, Tours; (6) Valse, Op. 17, Moszkowski;
Piano, Sleighride Symphony.
Lea College Music Class, Summit, Miss., Miss Mamie
F. Otken, Teacher.
Soldiers’ Chorus, “Faust,” Beliak; Clementi’s So-
natas, Nos. 1 and 2 ; Overture to Bohemian Girl, Balfe
“Sweet Bye and Bye,” Variation, Hoffman; Mozart’s
Sonata in G, No. 14; Christmas Bells March, Wyman;
Norma, Beyer: Sonata, Op. 79, Beethoven; Poet’s
Harp, Mendelssohn; Warblings at Eve, Angelo; II
Bacia and L’Estaci, Melnotte.
Baylor Col., Belton, Texas, Prof. 6. H. Rowe, Mus. Dir.
Violin and Piano, Overture, “Caliph of Bagdad,”
Boieldieu
;
Two Pianos, March, eight hands, Dressier
Two Pianos, Maznrka, “Vergiss Nieht,” Rowe; Piano
Solo, “ Will o’ the Wisp,” Jnngmann; Song, “ Above in
Her Chamber,” Eichberg; Caprice Hongroise, Op. 7,
Ketterer; Piano Solo, “Polonaise,” Op. 116, Beyer
:
Violin Solo, “ Redowa,” Maschke ; Song, Bobolink,”
Rowe
;
Vocal Trio, “ 0, Restless Sea,” White.
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Pupils of Miss Elsie Lincoln, Lacrosse, Wis.
Scherzo, Tours
;
(a) “ Santa Claus,” Schumann
;
(b)
“ Heathen Flower,” Spindler; (a) Christmas Bells
;
(b)
'‘Christmas Song,” Gade
;
(a) “How Can I Leave
Thee?” Thuringan Melody; (6) Soldier’s March, Schu-
mann; “ Mavourneen,” Westendorf
;
“ Sleeping Beauty,”
Dorn; “ In the Meadows,” Tomlins; Sonatina, Op. 66,
No. 1, Kuhlau ; “The Musical Box,” Muller; “May
Rapture,” Liehuer
;
“Autumn Song,” Raff
;
Andante
from Sonata Pathetique, Beethoven
;
Scherzo, Muller
;
(a) “Spinning Song,” Reinecke
; (6) “Golden Slum-
bers,” tune of the 17th Century; “ Spring Song,” Men-
delssohn
;
Chorus from Der Freischutz, Weber
;
Waltz,
Tours.
Drury Col., Springfield, III., W. A. Chaffant, Mus. Dir.
Piano, (a) First Study, Kohler
; (6) Mignonette,
Lichner
;
Piano, (a) Tenth Study, Kohler
; (6) Rondo,
Lange; Vocal, “Hope in the Lord,” Handel; Piano,
(a) Eleventh Study, Duvernoy
; (5) The Zither Player,
Lange
;
Piano, (a) Third Study, Loeschhorn
; (6) La
fibers, ”Tendresse, Cramer
;
Vocal, “ The Two Grena<
Schumann
;
Piano, (a) Twelfth Study, Loeschhorn
;
(b)
Rondo in A, Haydn ; Vocal, “The Knight’s Farewell,”
Kink el
;
Piano, (a) Seventh Study, Cramer
;
(b) Initia-
tion in the Dance, Weber. •
TO PUPILS.
Many call themselves music pupils who fail to appre-
ciate what a pupil’s duties are. Here are
.
some of
them:
—
Be polite to your teacher and always show him proper
respect. T*
Be obedient, patient and cheerful. .
Always tell the truth about your, lessons.
Speak kindly of your teacher.
Ask no questions in the lesson which have no reference
to music.
Cultivate kind feeli ngsdoward all your fellow students.
Indulge neither in jealousy nor rivalry.
Always be promptly on time for your lesson.
Always study yohr lessons as well as you can.
Play nothing but the lesson assigned you until you have
mastered itv
Neglect,-hot your five-finger exercises and scales.
Play them first and play them daily.
Kep{4 your music in good order.
Wash your hands before you take a lesson.
/Hay strict attention to what the teacher says, and when
'practicing follow his instructions.
Remember the teacher benefits you
;
be grateful for
what he does.
Leave when the lesson is over
;
do not loiter in the
teacher’s room.
—
Musical World.
coach into the background, after the mowing machine
and the steam locomotive came rushing up to the front.
Indeed, the first retired from sheer modesty, if from
nothing else. Yet every new invention, from Galileo’s
telescope to the first iron stove, has been looked upon
with distrust, and the inventor’s name, for the time being,
has been recorded in the lists of lunatics or catalogue of.
|
cranks.
Mr. De Wier’s interesting invention essentially consists
in giving to each tone a peculiar shape, making it in-
stantly recognizable in any clef or position, said under
all circumstances alike. The tone-forms .proposed by
this gentleman are formed from the simplest geometrical
shapes, each according to the degree the tone occupies
in the ascending scale, and named as follows:—
forms, where the sudden transition from the Treble to
the Bass occurs on the same (Treble) clef.
G. BERTINI DE WIER’S IM-
PROVED MUSICAL NOTATION,
OR KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM.
We have before us a specimen of one of the most
novel and ingenious inventions of modern times,—an in-
vention that comes as the result of many years of study
and experiment on the part of Mr. De Wier, and one
which bears the strongest evidence of genuine and en-
during worth.
The present system of musical notation, though it has
been in use some centuries, has been a continual stum-
bling block to thousands of musical aspirants.
It is hardly consistent with human progress, which is
observable in nearly all departments of the arts and
sciences, that a thing so glaringly incongruous as the
system of musical notation now in use should remain so
long in an unimproved condition.
Only the artist, who, after long years of patient and
indefatigable effort, has achieved a mastery over its in-
tricacies, can smile and say, “It is well enough.” Even
in this case we can detect in his words not so much an
expression of approval as a feeling of relief and satisfac-
tion that the awful task is at last accomplished, accom-
panied by an air of triumph and superiority that says to
all aronod, “There is an impassable gulf between us
;
1
am alone on- this side, yon cannot follow.”
To be sure there are reasons enough why the notation
has remained as it is.
1. No improvements have been suggested that have
seemed of sufficient merit to warrant their general adop-
tion, that radical reform, the Tonic Sol-Fa, being the
sole exception. Bat this system can never supplant the
old for instrumental purposes
;
hence it is one-sided and
cannot become universal.
2. People are, and always have been, very loth to lay
aside their early ideas and prejudices and adopt any new
thing, even if it does bear the stamp of superiority and
improvement. This is more especially true of things
that, by education, have become fixed habits.
It was not so difficult to throw the scythe and the stage-
The Seventh (Diamond) is composed of a Diamond
and Triangle, containing severs angles, but, being too
cumbersome, has been abbreviated into a Diamond.
.
The flats are to be considered as the enharmonics of
the sharps, as they really are on all fixed instruments,
of which the piano is the representative : thus Cjjl and Dj2
are to be represented by one tone- form.
But the note-head itself may be shaped like an egg
or a pumpkin, it is all the same,—a meaningless, brain-
less black spot that acquires a significance only
by a pharaphernalia of staves and clefs and signatures.
Professor De Wier’s tone-forms give life and significance
to the note-heads themselves, ana lifting the veil from the
masked prophet of the muse, he has made their faces
recognizable by their features, that they may be seen and
known of all men.
The advantages of this system will be very great in
kindergarten work, even if it were introduced into no other
department, for the tone fotms, properly placed on the
staff, would indelibly fix themselves in the child’s mind,
and the transition to the regular notes would be very
easy indeed.
As an experiment, recently, we took a pupil who was
beginning tne study of simple counterpoint, and who had
been struggling for some weeks to attain a satisfactory
familiarity with the movable C clefs. We taught her the
simple tone-forms and had her practice an hour in each
clef, writing scales and chords with the tone-forms, and
we can say it was astonishing to witness the progress
made in that time.
Not only is this system calculated to present single
tones more vividly to the mind of the executant, but
by its kaleidoscopic combinations it presents to the
mind’s eye a distinct and fixed form or picture for each
scale, chord or cadenza.
It is well known that the best readers are those who
have made a thorough study of harmony. Why ? ” Be-
cause harmony teaches the recognition of chords, scales
and passages as groups, and obviates the necessity that
every one unfamiliar with the laws of this science has, of
spelling their way through the mass.
It seems that what harmony does for the advanced
student in music, Mr. De Wier's system would do for all,
in presenting a peculiar picture for each form.
If theorists are particular to keep up the third relation-
ship, the tone-forms can be placed as they are now on
the staff. In fact, it matters little where they are placed,
they speak for themselves. It appears to us that the in-
creased facility with which leger lines can be read (or
rather the notes on these lines) by this system, ought to
give ft a cordial indorsement.
The notes in the Kindergarten System are to be placed
for the present on the staff, precisely as notes are now,
and the music will be read as heretofore.
The following example, taken from one of Beethoven’s
Sonatas, illustrates more fully the power of the tone-
Take some tone (we call upon the masters) and name
it without hesitation in any position (Ex. 1).
Example 2-
Quite a puzzle, is it not? Introduce the tone-form and
the solution is instantaneous. (Ex. 2.)
This system practically does away with any necessity
for a staff.
Taking the tone-form 0, for example, and drawing a
division line between the Treble and Bass, called the
Middle C line, each of the several octaves can easily be
determined by their nearness or remoteness from the
Middle 0 line, hence the staff and leger lines can be dis-
pensed with. The only advantage in the staff being to
show the octave position. But it is a clumsy method and
has to trot in numerous 8va’s and loco's to keep it all
straight. Yet it must be considered that the millions of
published music must be sold and consumed as it is.
music publishers must not all be forced into bankruptcy,
nor all the professors sent to school. The thing to do is
to let the infant ride into the arena on the old staff, and
show his frank open countenance to the audience, and
get acquainted. He will not look quite so queer on the
staff at .first, and in time, after he has played and frolicked
with the children of the kindergarten a few years, and
has taught them better manners than their grandfathers
knew, he will grow to manhood and stand on his feet.
The old donkey lent him by Saint Guido, that he rode in
on, will go out to grass and return no more. The next
generation will embrace the vigorous companion of their
youth, and will look back upon the notation of the present
day as we look upon that of Franco’s, smiling at the
imperfections of the past, and congratulating themselves
upon the wisdom of the present, precisely as we ourselves
are doing in this advanced age! D. De F. Bryant.
Too much of the instruction here is on the go-ahead,
railroad locomotive basis. Have your engine new—let
it be brightened up so it shines—have your head-lights
all in trim
—
puff, puff away—the faster the better—only
so you are new. Let some new name be advertised—no
one can inform you what artist the new teacher has
made or what sort of work he has accomplished, but when
you ask who is this new musical light that is creating
such a stir, the reply is : “ Is it possible you don’t know?
He has elegant rooms in the building, has two Grand
pianos, and people seem to be going in and out all the
time—seems to have an immense class—and—and—well,
is very stylish." In a comparatively short time, if you
follow np this same musical phenomenon, you are, on
passing the rooms some fine day, astonished to find them
closed, the lights extinguished, the meteor vanished.
Before long some one elsq steps into his shoes and opens
another art emporium, if anything more showy th%n the
last—everything to be found there except true art. A
stranger, on entering the city in search of a teacher,
naturally makes inquiries at leading mnsic houses, and
in a great many cases is told by all means to go to some
just such teacher—of course regardless of real merit.
The season is fast drawing toward a close, but before
itis too far gone, we would urge on the teachers, on whose
patronage The Etude depends, and in whose interest it
is published, to make a canvass among their pupils for
subscriptions to The Etude. We wilj send premium list
on application.
~~
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NEWS OF THE MONTH.
.With the advent of spring there comes no diminution
in the quantity of music produced. Professionals and ama-
teurs seem to vie with each other in the art.
All goes as merry as a marriage bell for the managers.
Great wealth is not acquired in the playing of an instru-
ment, and it seems reserved for vocalists to coin their
notes into cash.
, The opera is dead ; long live the opera. Step out,
German Opera, at the Metropolitan, New York ! enter
gaily, with flags flying, American Opera!
The German season has been unusually prosperous.
The deficit is small, so Mr. Stanton says.
Anton Seidl has gone to Berlin.
The American Opera’s opening night was a success, as
it deserves to be. “ The Flying Dutchman ” is well sung
by all the principals, and, of course, the orchestra ana
chorus are splendid. They remaiu five weeks. Adelina
Patti may give some operatic performances too ; so New
York has had no dearth of the lyric drama this season.
As for concerts, they have to be very, very good to be
even remembered. There were, however, some noteworthy
ones. Anton Seidl’s farewell concert was a success.
The Eroica Symphony was played, and Baermann was
the pianist in the Schumann Concerts, to which he gave
a faithful reading. In Seidl, America loses a highly
poetic and individual conductor.
Gericke’s Boston Symphony Orchestra surprised the
natives here with its fine playing. It is generally ad-
mitted that in the matter of shading they have no supe-
riors. Their strings are better than Thomas’s, but in the
wood, wind and brass they are inferior to either Thomas
or Seidl’s.
Frank Yan der Stucken brought out Berlioz’s “ Trojans'
in Carthage ” with great success. It is a highly colored
and dramatic work for solo, chorus and orchestra. It
will probably be repeated.
The Symphony Society, under Walter Damrosch, ac-
uitted themselves with great credit in Liszt’s extremely
ifficult oratorio, “ Christus,” Mr. Max Heinrich had to
bear the heaviest burden of the singing, and again estab-
lished his claim to being the best concert singer in
America. A recent song recital given by Mr. Hein-
rich at the Metropolitan further emphasized this fact.
Mr. Emanuel Moor gave his third piano recital at
Chickering Hall, and it was refreshing to see the unani
mity of opinion expressed. Certain Metropolitan critics
could discover nothing in Mr. Moor’s playing, but all this
is changed now, and the verdict is one of the highest ap-
proval. In these days of virtuosity, technic does not
astonish us, so it is with genuine pleasure we greet an
artist who, to his superior technical attainments, unites
sound musicianship and poetical interpretation. All
these Mr. Moor does, and is, in addition, a fine com-
poser. He played at the concert a gavotte, a humoreske,
two Hungarian dances, and a very charming valse of his
own. The dances are unique. He also played a bright
little Morceau, a la gavotte by Otto Flcersheim, of the
“ Courier,” which won instant approval for its daintiness
and bright coloring. Mr. Moor will play his Concerto
later in the season.
One of the most brilliant debuts of the busy musical
season of Berlin was that of Miss Geraldine Morgan, the
gifted young American violinist, and favored pupil of the
mighty Joachim. She is the daughter of the well-known
late John P. Morgan, and her mother is the able trans-
lator of Adolph Kullak’s interesting and useful book on
Piano Touch. Miss Morgan played a Spohr Concerto, a
Beethoven Romanze, a Bach Fugue, and a Polonaise by
Wieniawski. This is a tremendous test of an artist’s
powers and range, and no better comment can be made
than to say the fair debutante stood the test successfully,
and covered herself with glory.
The many friends of that able and brilliant young pianist
and composer, Mr. Alfredo Barili, will be glad to know
of his continued success in his musical labors at Atlanta,
Ga. Mr. Barili is the son of the lamented Maestro
Barili, Patti’s half brother, of Philadelphia. Mr. Barili
has been the honored director of the best singing society
in Atlanta, “The Polymnia,” and judging from the
press notices he must be doing good work with his
forces. His wife, who is a capital musician and accom-
panist, assists her husband in his zealous art work. I
remember Barili well in 1878, and his crisp, clear style
of playing. He was one of Hiller’s favorite pupils.
Mme. Emma Nevada has been singing in Florence.
Joachim left Berlin for his concerts in France January
12th.
Sylva, late of the Metropolitan Opera House, is sing-
ing in St. Petersburg.
The Paris Conservatory concerts are in the sixtieth
year of their existence.
Lauret, the violinist, and the whilom husband of pretty
Teresa Carreno, the pianist, is playing in Paris. He is
a fine artist
Maurice Dengremont, the young violinist, is in Ger-
many.
Alfred Reisenhauer, a pupil of Liszt, and a very strong
pianist, gave a successful concert in Vienna lately.
Wagner’s “Siegfried” was recently given in Darm-
stadt.
Annette Essipoff is to give six concerts in Tiflio, for
which she will receive 9000 roubles.
Billow was recently denied admittance to the Berlin
Grand Opera House on account of his many spiteful
criticisms on the management.
Sarasate is in Berlin.
Anton Dvorak intends writing an oratorio on Cardinal
Newman’s very poetical and beautifnl “ Dream of Geron-
tius.”
.
Lohengrin is being successfully played in Florence.
Gilbert and Sullivan’s “ Ruddygore” is not a “go.”
Nillson is not yet married. (This is becoming monoto-
nous.)
Deppe (Amy Fay’s “ Deppe”) is now Court Capell-
meister in Berlin.
“ Otello,” Verdi’s new opera, is pronounced worthy of
the pen of the composer of “Aida” and “The Manzoni
Requiem.”
Antonio Piatti, the son of the famous ’cello player, re-
cently made a brilliant debut as pianist in Milan.
Mr. Edgar Kelley, whose Macbeth music, was so suc-
cessful last summer in Boston, and last year in San Fran-
cisco, will give the entire work in New York in April.
Mr. Kelley is the best of our younger composers.' He
has just finished the music to a comic opera, the libretto
being by Gunther.
Mr. Alexander Lambert, the pianist, has received some
very flattering offers from St. Petersburg, and may go
there to reside.
Mr. Van der Stucken will give two orchestral concerts,
composed entirely from the works of American com-
posers, next May, in London.
“ Nero ” will be the novelty this season in the Ameri-
can opera.
Mrs. Fannie Bloomfield, by all odds the best American
pianist, is in New York, and will play with Van der
Stucken Orchestra.
Madame Carreno, as charming as ever, is playing
again in the United States. Her tour in South America
was very successful.
Adele Aus der Ohe is playing considerably in the
Metropolis.
Waugh Lauder looks after the musical interests of
Eureka, 111. His wife is a delightful vocalist.
Rafael Joseffy, who is an ardent “ Brahmite ” (that
sounds quite theosophical and Buddhistic) scored a great
triumph in his rendition of Brahms’ B flat major Con-
He is still
J. H.
'certo, at a recent Philharmonic concert,
undisputed ruler in the realm of pianism.
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
THE HISTORY OF MUSIC IN TWELVE LEC-
TURES. By Wilhelm Langhans, translated from
the German (second enlarged edition, with illustra-
tions) by J. H. Cornell. New York, G. Sohirmer.
Dr. Langhans’ Lectures on the History of Music have
long been known to intelligent musicians who read German,
and prized for their clearness and conciseness combined
with wealth of suggestive ideas, their true perspective, the
salient points being brought out in their true relations, and
the real pivoting points on which all progressive changes
turned being indicated with great clearness. No greater
service could have been rendered to American students
of the History of Music than to make these lectures
available to them. For whatever history the student
may read, he will still find Dr. Langhans’ work a new
and fresh presentation of the points he may already
know, and, probably, an important soqjrce of new light
as to the relation of facts, if not of new information, as
regards the facts themselves. -
For this service the American musical public has now
to thank Mr. J. H. Cornell. He has not only translated
the work, but has really edited it, omitting some small
matters of more interest to German than to American
readers, and adding some, as well as supplying explana-
tory notes and comments when they seemed necessary.
This editorial work has been done with judgment, as be-
fits a sound musician of Mr. Cornell’s experience, and is
to be commended.
The translation is a conscientious and painstaking
piece of work. The very defects of it are due to an over-
scrupulous fidelity to the forms of expression of the Ger-
man author. The translator has erred, as so many trans-
lators do, in not having the courage to put his author’s
thoughts into his own words. He has been hampered by
the fancied necessity of rendering not only every one of
Dr. Langhans’ sentences, but even every one of his words,
into some English equivalent. The result is, as always
happens in such cases, that he has given ns a book full
of German idioms and constructions, not always easily
intelligible to English-speaking readers, and much less
readable than if he had had the courage to put the
read as if it were an original work. It ought to present
what it has to say in clear, vigorous, readable, idiomatic
English, reading like a fresh presentation of the subject
by an original investigator. It is no service to a foreign
author to retain his native idioms while presenting his
ideas in foreign words. His thought would be much
more faithfully conveyed to his foreign readers in their
own idiom than in his. Much better, both for the author
and readers, to paraphrase than translate him, if the
translation is to follow, slavishly and painfully, his every
word, phrase and sentence. Such work reads clumsily,
and is understood only with painful effort.
A single illustration from the book before us will make
this clear. At the bottom of page 1 begins this sentence :
“ In occupying ourselves with music history we must,
however, if it is to be really profitable to us, not confine
ourselves to certain epochs corresponding to the sensa-
tionary method peculiar to the present time.” The
translator himsel f recognizes the fact that this sentence
will be unintelligible to his readers, and tries to im-
prove matters by explaining in a foot-note that “ Empfin-
dungsweise,” which he has translated “sensationary
method,” means “ the manner of receiving,—way one is
affected by,” music etc. But this only gives his readers
a hint. It hardly relieves the extreme obscurity of
his own sentence, and certainly does not do any justice
to Dr. Langhans, whose meaning is perfectly clear. He
is saying that the connection between the successive
periods of musical history is very close ; that one has
developed from another, and that we must learn to under-
stand this connected relation and development. The
sentence above quoted really means: “We must not
confine our study of musical history to the epochs
whose way of thinking and feeling music (empfin-
dungsweise) is like our own, if we wish to make
such study really profitable.” If Mr. Cornell had
put it in this way, or in some other way equally
clear, no student would have been puzzled by it.
This case is the worst that appears, from a rather
cursory examination of the hook. But there are nu-
merous instances of infelicitous translation of words, like
“ smaller ” for “ limited ” (page 2, line 16) ; of the use of
unusual words, such as “musicalogist” page 3, line 4); and
ot German idioms, such as conditional sentences where, if
Mr. Cornell had been writing an original work, he would
undoubtedly have used affirmative ones. He could
greatly improve the book in a later edition by recasting
the whole and putting the ideas in his own way.
But while we cannot but feel that it is a great pity that
so admirable a book as that of Dr. Langhans has not been
given us in an English form as clear, expressive and read-
able as is its own German, we must not forget that it is a
good thing to have it at all. We must admit that the
present translation is, for the most part, intelligible, and
that the addition of it to our American literature about
music is a permanent enrichment of our intelligence. It
ought to be in the library of every student and lover of
music. J. C. F.
Song: “ THE OLD ABBEY.” Words and music by
Edgar H. Sherwood. Central Music Company,
Rochester, N. Y.
This is a difficult piece to review, because there are no
salient points of merit or demerit either in the words or
music. It is unobjectionable in every way, and there are
doubtless many who will be pleased by it and find it
meets their tastes. As Abraham Lincoln once said of a
rather common-place production : “For people who like
that sort of thing, that is just about the sort of thing that
sor t of people would like.” It will fill a gap in a coun-
try musical convention and elsewhere.
Dr. Hugo Riemann, COMPARATIVE PIANO FORTE
SCHOOL, translated by J. C. Fillmore. Part III,
Material in four Books. Book I, Elementary Instruc-
tion
;
Book II, Preliminary Technical Studies. Mil-
waukee, Wh. Rohlfing & Co.
Parts I and II of this work (System and Method) are
mainly for teachers. Part III is for practical instruction,
and only the first two books are yet published in trans-
lation. The others will soon appear, and thus make the
whole work available for American teachers.
From so bold, independent and original a thinker as
Dr. Riemann has shown himself to be in the domain of
theory, one naturally expects originality of ideas and ot
methods, in such a work as that, a portion of which is
now under consideration. Dr. Riemann is a piano- forte
teacher by profession. His theoretical work has been
done as contributing to his own musical intelligence and
that ofhis pupils. He has brought to the studysand prac-
tice of piano teaching all the keenness and depth of in-
telligence which have made him the foremost theorist ot
our time. The result is not disappointing. We have in
this piano school ideas and methods sometimes startlingly
new and original. If they are not always convincing
at first sight, they are always presented with such clear-
ness and such force of conviction as to compel respect,
arrest attention and demand suspension of judgment
author’s ideas into the clearest English form possible,
j
until after mature consideration,
disregarding the German forms of expression. The first point which strikes one as a novelty is the insist
The truth is, and the sooner onr American translators ing on pupils learning the treble and bass clefs at the.same
recognize it the better, that every good translation must I time. But the matter is presented in so thoroughly practical
a way that no progressive teacher can fail to be impressed
whole presentation of the rudiments is
telligent, practical
ten he will be m far in advance before they suspect him
that retribution cannot follow,
£
Advertising schemes, most of them, come under the
same head. Every month a polite gentleman obtrudes
himself apologetically into our sanctum, and expounds
to ns the latest method of advertising. At one time it is
ft. map; at another a painted, sign; again a directory;
again the hack of popular five-cenfc muste, and lastly, the
back pf A little scented sack,, that was said to be M too
sweet to throw into the gutter.”
In each of these places your mam.© sati calling are UP
appear conspicuously, and not only i& o&e to Its tang is*
each, hotel parlor in tips pity.,, but iij every pbSt-ofEe© in
the hojfpty, or Stated as ths cssc way be. Beware sf all
these. HCbey talc* the te.acli.cfA hartt-s^atA# "Sipney,. a»f
tfe him got a partiele of good..
by it. The
evidently the work of a thoroughly in
and energetic teacher.
The next striking point is that musical perception and
intelligence are aimed at from the very start. No sooner
are the elements of notation mastered, than Dr. lliemami
begins at once the analysis of melodies into motives,
teaching how they ought to be shaded and emphasizing
the fundamental principle of climax. It is a very differ-
ent treatment of the subject of dynamics from any to be
found in any other piano-forte instruction hook. He,
afterward completes this part of the instruction by com-
bining motives into phrases, and showing how the princi
pies of shading and climax apply in these larger melodic
units. All this is very clear and intelligible. It is illus-
trated by copious examples for residing and playing, pro-
gressively arranged. This part of the work takes up
twenty- six pages.
Part 1 is completed by an appendix, winch treats the
subject of chords and scales in a most original surd prac-
tical way. The pupil is first required to memorize the
whole series of fifths which bound all possible chords,
and to memorize them both as over fifths and as under-
fifths. This is shown to be a very easy and simple mat-
ter, because all consonant fifths are simple transpositions
of the series F-C-G-D-A-B with the exception of the?
over- fifth B (F$) and the under- fifth F (B|?). Continuing
the series from B upward we have Fj|, C$, Gjj and C, and
from F downwind we have B[2, El?, Afo and 0. The
over-thirds and under-thirds are then memorized, and then
it is easy to learn all possible major and minor chords
(over- and under-chords). Dr. Ri email n rightly insists on
the importance of doing this work early, and his method
is eminently practical
Scales he treats as simple chords filled tip with pass-
ing-notes. He takes the tonic, dominant and subdomi-
nant chords in each key and fills the gaps in different
ways, giving full fingering. All this is new and original,
and will certainly conduce to musical intelligence. Part
II is devoted to technical exercises pure and simple, sys-
tematically arranged.
This instruction book is one which ne progressive
teacher can afford to overlook.
TEACHEB?
A-s#0i> many parents 'know nothing -of irtBtsiej ©tfaqfo,
WftE3%. suppose they do
g bo-tall want to know whether
the teacher they engaged. Is good. Some Mend of thefty.
recommended him to them,—generally a female: fseaci,
—
whose judgment, although very unsound from a musical
standpoint, is, however, accepted as sufficient. Suppose
we were asked that question before that teacher—whotti
we are believed to know sufficiently, was engaged g could
we answer it conscientiously f Certainly not. We might
say, perhaps, that he has the reputation of a good
teacher, that he is a man well versed in all .be has to
teach, and yet we could not vouch for him to be a good
teacher for the pupil In question. For by that question
is meant that the teacher will teach their child success-
fully,—viz., to the entire satisfaction of the parents. A
teacher may have much knowledge, and even much ex-
perience, yet he may not be able to handle their child.
One child may have musical talent, yet lack in persever-
ance- Another may have perseverance, yet be devoid of
musical talent. One child may be of a nervous disposi-
tion and be frightened by a strict, teacher
;
another may
be stubborn and' defy the most gentle persuasions and
entreaties. We know of pupils who had musical talents
;
They liked their teacher
;
they would obey his wishes
during the lesson time, but out of it they would' not
touch the piano, or if they did, they played everything else
but what the teacher required of them. The teacher was
dismissed, and another engaged, wh#Seolded the pupil
severely, even passionately, for not practicing, and they
did practice. This latter teacher had another pupil, a
very impulsive girl
;
on one occasion he knocked her
over the fingers : a flood of tears was the consequence,
and after two or three lessons more he was dismissed.
It is an impossibility for.the very best teacher to manage
every pupil successfully. This is our firm opinion. To
the parents we would say : If the teacher you engage is
by repute known to be an efficient teacher,.do not dismiss
him before he has had a fair trial of at least six months.
To the teacher, we would say : If you find that you can-
not manage your pupil, stop teaching him, and rather
bear the pecuniary loss than risk your reputation. In
some cases, the fault lies with the teacher
;
in others, with
A sonata usually contains three movements : A grand
sonata is an elaborate composition of the sonata type
with four movements, each of an individual character,
yet obeying a certain law of affinity. A three-movement
sonata must contain an allegro of the sonata structure, a
tuneful, slow movement of lyrical structure and a rondo
,
as finale
,
to which the grand sonata adds, between the
slow movement and the rondo, a merry-hearted scherzo
,
which is simply a fast minuetto with a tricksy character.
The popularity of the piano-forte is one of the marked
characteristic features of the nineteenth century.
The violin was invented about the middle of the seven-
teenth century, and for a hundred years that instrument
was supreme over all others. Its affinity with the
human voice gave it sensuous and emotional charm,
and the day when music expressed herself in the dra-
i matic complexities of modern instrumentation had not
yet dawned.
With Beethoven, that mighty master, who was the Pros-
|
pero of the instrumental realm, the piano-forte rose into
j, an importance second only to the ' orchestra itself, and,
i in the solo sphere, supreme.
Beethoven’s Sonatas are a landmark in the literature
pj:,of the piano-forte, as his Symphonies are in that of the
I orchestra.
I The piano-forte music written before the time of
r Beethoven is meagre, compared with the enormous
|
variety and extent of the compositions since that time,
|
the materials now being so vast that few, indeed, are the
I intellects large enough to grasp the whole domain.
I The nineteenth century, with its Gottschalk, Thalberg,
I Liszt; with its Rubinstein, Schumann and Chopin; its
I Mendelssohn, Weber and Beethoven, is, of a truth, the
I epoch of pianists.
| It is a curious fact, worthy of comment, that in art, as
those discoveries which have been the open-
nstruc-
A SWINDLER ABROADaction
in science.
ing into a new and glorious world have been at first try and Europe. The first issue was to appear last
opposed with bitterest hostility. December. He received his subscriptions strictly in ad-
• The history of astronomy and geology is paralleled in vance
;
terms only three dollars. The mythical magazine
the world of art by the history of the violin and the is published in Philadelphia.
piano-forte; the genesis of each instrument was received While it is barely possible that the new journal has
with doubt and disfavor. been delayed in producing its initial number on time, yet
When the frejta were removed from the finger-board of it is more likely that the whole affair is a first- clasa
the viol, and thus the violin liberated from its rigid humbug. We have certainly not known or heard before
prison, and set soaring, bird-like, in the free air, the that any new musical periodical was to appear, especially
viseacres shook their heads ; when the tiny qnills that in this city. It is doubtless but another of the many
''picked the strings of the harpsichord were replaced by snares that are laid by gentlemanly thieves to catch the
the hammers of the piano-forte, it needed nearly a cen- unwary. Teachers should make it a rule never to pay
tury to bring the new instrument into favor with muBi- an “advance agent” one cent, for in nine cases out of
Mr. Presssr :—De
of Counterpoint and C
I have,made it our t
};
:
::
America for many years, and the honor of President of
the Brotherhood ofAmerican Musicians is justly bestowed.
His administration will be characterized by strict busi-
ness principles. His aim is to place the Association on
firmer business basis than it has occupied in the forma-
tive period of the Association. He realizes the necessity
of different management of affairs, and is rapidly adjust-
ing the workings of the Association in accordance with
its growth and importance. It may be of interest to the
readers of The Etude to know something of its early
history. The writer has figured somewhat prominently
in its early history, and has a box in his possession con-
taining the complete correspondence ©ft all matters Ins-
isting to the fc&mation ofthe Association. When the time
comes to give an authentic history of the Association this
box can furnish some valuable data. Karl Mere, editor of
Brainard’s Musical World, by his personal sympathy,
encouragement and able pen., contributed in bo small
measure to the success of the first meeting. He was- the
person to whom the writer first wrote of the project, and
received a hearty response from Mm. Perhaps but, for
his counsel and encouragement the formation of the As-
sociation would never have been attempted § but doubt-
less some others would have undertaken it ere this. Mr,
Merz has lately written a short history of the Association
for this journal which gives a very truthful account of its
organization. He says:—
Music Teachers’ Association. Upon the whole, the
Buffalo mooting more than met the expectations of the
friends of the Association. Mr. Ki.ee was re-elected
President, and the place for meeting selected was
Albany, N, Y., where the Association met July 6th
Calixa Layallee,
Pi-evident of Mtmc Teachers'1 National Association,
MUSIC TEACHERS 1 NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION.
The time approaches for the eleventh annual meeting
of the above Association. The officers have been unusu-
ally active during the last month. It is expected to have
the entire programme complete by April 1st. The literary
programme comprises an unusual array of talent. A
list of essayists was published' in the last issue of The
Etude
;
since then matters have taken more definite
shape, and we will publish a complete programme with
topics in the next issue.
The most important transaction during the month is
the engagement of the Yan der Stiicken Orchestra of
New York. The orchestra will consist of fifty-three
men, and will assist in three evening concerts, two of
which will be devoted entirely to native compositions, the
other will be devoted to representative European com-
posers now living. ' This - concert will be given on the
opening night. There will also be several concerts of
chamber music, and, probably, one matinee with orches-
tra.
A chorus composed of the best local talent of Indian-
apolis will be heard at each evening performance. In no
year of the history of the Association has the work of
the annual been so far advanced at this time of t|,e year
as in the present year. The lesson of early preparation
learned from Mr. Stanley’s admirable administration of
last year is already showing good results.
This coming meeting will be everything that the talent
of the musical profession of America is capable of making
it. The several committees are prosecuting vigorously
their special duties. The President is in constant com-
munication with the different committees, and all are
working harmoniously to one end.
The official report has appeared during the last month,
and has been sent to the members. It is a handsome
volume of three hundred pages, and is an acquisition to
American musical literature. The Reports are free to all
members, but non-members are charged twenty-five cents
a copy. This amount barely covers postage and cost of
paper and binding.
We here present an engraving of Calixa Lavallee, who
is President of the Association for this year. He has
been an indefatigable worker for the cause of music in
The history of the Association dates back to 1876, when
Mr. Theodore Presser, its founder, was teaching music
at Delaware, 0. Having seen the idea of teachers’ meet-
ings mentioned in the Musical World, and having real-
ized the good that would be derived from such gatherings,
he decided, and that by himself, to gather the musicians
of this country for the purpose of establishing better
social relations, and for the purpose of mutual improve-
ment. The first meeting was appointed for Christmas,
1876, the Centennial year, and accordingly sixty or more
members met. There were present Dr. Tourjee, then
President of the Society, Dr. G. Root, Mr. Fred Root,
Mr. W. S. B. Mathews, Mr. F. Rice and others. If It
was only an experimental meeting, there was more real
life there than was ever shown at any of the succeeding
meetings. These, at least, are Mr. Presser’ s own words.
Having not been there, owing to previous engagements,
K. Z. cannot speak from personal observation. But the
recollection Is yet very vivid of the fact that the telegraph
dispatches were many and most cheerful, and that the
new-born babe was well spoken of by the daily press.
The Association was a Christmas gift to the musical pro-
fession of the United States.
The next meeting was held at Fair Point, Chautauqua
Lake, N. Y., July 2d, 3d and 4th, 1877. Despite the
work done by Mr. Presser to create some interest, only
about thirty teachers were in attendance. The most
prominent men present on that occasion were John
Howard, of New York, and William Sherwood, of
Boston. The latter gave a recital, and that on a
wretched piano. This recital was one of the redeeming
features of the otherwise very quiet meeting. The fact
was realized that Chautauqua was no place for such a
gathering, and therefore the Association decided to meet
at Cincinnati, then the residence of Thomas. Great re-
sults were expected from this gathering, and therefore
the friends of the Association looked forward to it with
much hope. Mr. R. De Roode, of Lexington, Ky., had
been elected President, and the meeting took place on
July 1st, 2d and 3d, 1879. The attendance was better
than that of the two preceding meetings. Mr. Kotz-
sohmar, of Portland, Me.
;
Mr. Irving Emerson, of Hart-
ford, Conn. ; Dr. Seiler, of Philadelphia ; Tannpnbamn,
of Atlanta, Ga., and Bowman, of St. Louis, were there.
[Names merely mentioned here in order to show that dis-
tant points and States were represented.] Mr. De
Roode had worked hard to get up some interest,
and much credit is due him for what he has done. Still,
he could not reach the Cincinnati profession. Mr. Sher-
wood, Mme. Eugene De Roode, Rice 'and Mr. Whiting
gave recitals. The hall ( Hopkins’ Hall) was a poor
selection for such a gathering, there being too much noise
from the vehicles on Fourth street. The College of
Music, then the foremost music school in the country,
held aloof. Neither Thomas, Singer or any of the pro-
fessors of Cincinnati at large showed that hearty support
which the Association deserved, and which it had a right
to expect. Mr. Mees and one other were the only ones
from the college that attended the sessions. In one
sense the meeting was a success, in another it was not.
The President elected was Mr. F. B. Rice, of Oberlin, and
the place selected for the meeting was Buffalo, N. Y.
Mr. Charles Sykes was the one-man power that worked
up the Buffalo meeting, and those who are not acquainted
with the numerous and heavy duties devolving upon such
a position have no idea what an amount of work rests
upon the shoulders of the President of the National
and 7th, 1881. There was a good attendance.
Mees, Sherwood, Pratt, Ritter, Parsons, Root,
and others were present, Mr. Arthur Mees was elected ;
President, and Chicago was chosen for the next, meeting,
which was held July 5th, 8th and 7th, 1882. This session
was highly enjoyed by all in attendance. Among those
performing at recitals were Whiting, Eddy, Sherwood,
Schneider, Meets, Wild, Loebach, Miss Harris and Mile.
Ravass.
Mr. Bowman, of St. Louis, wus next, elected Presi-
dent., and Providence, R. L. was chosen for the piece of
meeting. The programme, both as regards essayists and
performers, was a very good one, and those that attended
went away feeling that it paid to be there. I ir.s meeting
took place on July 4fl% §ifa and f$h,. 1883.
The next meeting was held in Cleveland, July 2d, 3d
and 4th, 1884, and was. presided over by Mr. Bowman.
There wifi about 800 persons in attendance. Good
essays wees read and fine -recitals were given by Jacob-
eohiij Schr&diek, Sherwood, Miss Bloomfield, Maas,
Eddy, Lavallee and others. This meeting was remarkable
for its action with reference to the College of Music, all
of which was mentioned in the Musical World of last
year. There e;J§ therefore be no necessity of repeating
what was stated then-. The last meeting took place in
New York, July 3d, 4th and 5th of th|g year, and that
under the Presidency of Dr. Peafield, As this meeting
is. so recent you will no doubt excuse me from saying
anything about it. The next meeting will be held in
Boston, with Mr. A. A. Stanley as President and Theo-
dore Presser, founder of the Society, Secretary. Much
good is expeeted of this- meeting, and, as has already
been said in these columns, every effort will be put forth
to make it a grand success.
The Musical World and its editor have always been, and
are now, most friendly disposed toward this Association
and its interests. K. Z. cannot approve of some of its
actions, but this ought not, and does not, alienate him
from so good a cause. He wishes it well, and would
gladly attend were he able to do so. Whenever the Asso-
ciation meets within a reasonable distance of his home
he always goes. Both as editor and as teacher, he most
earnestly urges teachers to attend.
ISLAND
ASSOCIATION
Rhode Island has fallen into line of State Associations.
This marks an important step, as Rhode Island is the
first State among the Eastern States that has inaugurated
an Association. It is the smallest State, and on the prin-
ciple that large bodies move slowly, we can reasonably
expect, in time, an awakening among the larger States.
There is now in active preparation, among several
other States, the work of establishing State Associations
among the music teachers. We have received the fol-
lowing letter from the Secretary, H. 0. Farnum, and
also from other sources we learn this first meeting was a
decided success.
“ You may be interested to know that the enclosed pro-
gramme was successfully carried out. The interest is
deeper than the promoters of the movement anticipated.
The membership list includes about one hundred and
twenty names, active and associate. The most important
business transacted was the appointment of a committee
to attend the Indianapolis meeting, and the appointment
of a sort of ‘ Information Bureau,’ to furnish a graded
list of 4 teaching pieces ’ and answer questions proposed
by members. Yours, truly H. 0. Farncm.” ' -
Morning Session.—10.30 a.m. 1. Secretary’s Report.
2. Address by the President. 8. Transaction of Neces-
sary Business. 4. Essay, “ The Junior Piano-forte ;;
Student,” Mr. Carl H. Peiler. Discussion, introduced
by Mr. W. H. Arnold, of Pawtucket. 6. Essay, ” The
Importance of a Knowledge of Harmony to the Musical
Student,” Mr. Robert Bonner. Discussion, introduced
by Mr. F. A. Lyman, of Woonsocket.
Afternoon Session.—2.30 p.j:. 1. Essay, “ Vocal
Teaching,” Mr. Jules Jordan. Discussion, introduced
by Mr. N. B. Sprague, of Providence. % Essay,
< Ihu • • usi Im Wi 1 tt
,
ofBristq D •
cussion, introduced by Mr. J. W. Andrews, of Newport.
Piano Recital by Miss Mary J. Haselwood, of Provi-
dence, assisted by the Schumann Male Quartette, Messrs.
Irons and Davis, tenors
;
Messrs. Sprague and Phette*
place, bassos.
Evening Session.—8 p.m. Concert by Mrs. W. H. Sher-
wood, pianist
;
Miss Emilie J. Rich, contralto ; Mr.
Willis Nowell, violinist, and the Temple Male Quar-
tette, Messrs. Gardiner and Eddy, tenors ; Messrs. Tink-
ham and Williams, bassos. Mr. Robert Bonner
panist.
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(a) Variety is given to the otherwise monotonous 4 bar *rhyihm by having here, not the perfect Cadence, which we ex
peet;but a half- cadence; and at bar 12 we have no cadence at all, that being delayed until bars 13 and 14.
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41THE ETUDE
A CAREFULLY SELECTED LIST
Of Americas Songs Suitable for Cmmi and TeaeMng Ptufeses, With E$y, Compass, irai® and Mee,
Op.
60
No.
1
GRADE ON A SCALE OF lO.
PUBLISHED OB FOB SALE BY G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK.
Op- No. DUDLEY BUCK. Key. Compass. Grade. Price.
76 2 “Spring Song.” G B to E 5 60c
76 4 “Sunset.” Dj? Afe to F 5 60c
4 “Storm and Sunshine.” F mi. and imaj. B to E 6 50c
“ The Merry Brown Thrush.” G Cf to G 4 60c
PUBLISHED OR FOR SALE BY OLIVER DITSON & CO.
,
BOSTON.
Op. No. DUDLEY BUCK. Key. Compass. Grade. Price.
67 1 “ Ave Maria.” G[? Cf to A 6 60c
67 2 “In Thy Dreams.” Bjz D to G 6 60c
67 4 “ What’s Your Opinion.” F D to A 6 60c
67 6 “ When the Heart is Young.” Efe D to 6 60c
GEORGE E. WHITING.
1 “ Serenade to Mignonne.” D D to G 7 5Qe
2 “ Barcarolle.” G D to G 5 60c
3 “Alone.” F D to F 6 60c
4 “ The Wind’s Reply.” D D to E 4 60c
5 “ Love’s Land.” Bfe F to Gjl 5 30c
OTTO FLO ERSHEIM.
“I Cannot Sing Those Melodies.” E Ff to Ff 4 26c
“ Rest on Me, Dark Eye of Beauty.” Bfz mi. and maj. F to G 4 25c
Op. No. WILLARD BURR, JR.
7 1 “ A Song of the Heart.” Afe E{z to Ajz 4 80c
7 2 “ The Lonely Flower.” s E to Of 6 30c
7 3 “ First Love.” F D to A 4 30c
7 4 “ The Contented Robin.” B|z E to Ff 8 86c
7 6 “ Under the Daisies.” B B to Ffe 5 30c
19 6 “ Memory,” Djz to 6 86e
GEORGE L. OSGOOD.
“ Wake Not, But Hear Me, Love.” Ai? F to F 8 86c
“ Sunshine of Thine Eyes.” F E to F 3 80c
“ Coming.” Ajz C to A 6 50e
PUBLISHED OR FOR SALE BY THE BOSTON MUSIC CO.
Op. No. DUDLEY BUCK. Key. Compass. Grade. Price.
79 1 “ Thou Art Mine ! ” Bk F to G 6 60c
79 2 “ Shadow-Land.”
.
F E to G 7 60c
79 4 “ The Silent World is Sleeping.” Afe Efc to Aj2 7 60c
79 6 “ Creole Lover’s Song.”
J. K. PAINS.
C mi., and maj. C to G 7 50c
29 1 “ Matin Song.” Afe Efzto F 4 30c
29 .4 “ Moonlight.” E -E to Qf 5 36c
40 1 “ A Bird Upon a Rosy Bough.” Bf2 D to G 6 40c
2 “ Farewell.” G D to E 3 26c
3 “ Beneath the Starry Arch.”
PUBLISHED OR FOR SALE BY
Efe
ARTHUR P.
Efe to G
SCHMIDT & CO.
6 36c
Op, No. STEPHEN A. EMERY/ Key. Compass. Grade. Price.
22 2 “Sleep, Baby, Sleep.” Ek Ejz to Efe 2 30c
28 1 . “Lullaby.” Ell D to Efe 4 85c
30 1 “ O, Love My Willie.” Ell D to Ej| 2 36c
30 2 “ Little Bud Dandelion.” F C toEfc 3 86c
31 “The Spray Leaps High on the Jutting Crag.” G mi. and mqj. C to F 6 40c
38 2 “ Burst, Ye Apple Buds.” B mi. and maj. Ff to FJf 6 35c
ARTHUR W. THAYER.
“ Go Hold White Roses.”
“ Good Night”
E
D|2
E to A
Dj?to Afe
4
6
26c
40c
PUBLISHED OR FOR SALE BY LOUIS ROSS & CO., BOSTON.
Compass.
F to G
ERNST JONAS.
“ So the Daisies Tell.”
Key.
Bjl mi. and maj.
Grade. Price.
3 86c
O. X. TRACT.
“Parted.”
J. L. GILBERT.
“ Nothing but Leaves.”
E|
i
A mi.
CktoG
C to C
8
2
40c
36c
The above list has been carefully prepared by a thorough, well-known musician. There will appear, from
month to month, similar lists, which, when completed, will contain all that is worthy in American composition,
both vocal and instrumental. All the music can be obtained through Tim Etude.
A PROTEST.
At the risk of exciting the “ ire ” of old Fogy, I respect-
fully beg permission to criticise that part of his “ chat”
in your February issue -which depreciates the value of
poetry and general literary culture as auxiliary to the
study of the piano. His unwarrantable attack on “ Poetry
and Pianism” is, to say the least, puzzling. The as-
sertion that “ the whole ground has been thoroughly gone
over and will not bear repetition” is equivalent to ‘‘a
good thing, well said, will not bear repetition
;
” and a
large majority of the piano-playing world will agree with
James Hnneker, that “poetry and pianism are indis-
solubly united.”
Schumann advises us to “ read the poets frequently; ”
and if he could return at the present day, and hear some
of the unpoetical players, he would amend the sentence so
as to read : 1 ‘ Study the poets continually;” his own music
is a model of poetry and pianism.
The pianist should clasp hands with the composer
whose music he interprets
;
he must hear the same won-
derful revelations, and see the same beautiful visions
;
and the degree of perfection in which he can do these
things will be limited by his conception of the emotional
content of the composition.
Among the many essential qualifications of the musi-
cian, the^randest of all is a poetic imagination
;
it re-
veals to him many beautiful things that elude the casual
observer. It is this faculty that enables the composer
to catch the melodies and harmonies that are forever
ringing and singing about his ears. It is this faculty that
enables him to pass beyond the limits where we cannot
?
;o, and bring ns the wonderful revelations of music that
all around us like a benediction. It is the same faculty
that enables the poet to interpret the whisperings of the
voices that “ pursue him by day and haunt him by night,”
and the pianist must possess it, ifhe would hold converse
with the composer.
The universally accepted opinion that musicians and
poets are born and not made, may or may not be cor-
rect, but it is certainly wrong to assume that the faithful
reading of poetical works will not assist the reader to a
conception of, and create in him a love for, the beautiful.
Poetry and music both appeal to onr hearts, and both
are necessary to a high sphere of existence. The read-
ing ofDante, Shelley, Browning, Whittier and Longfel-
low will act like magic in developing $ refined taste in
the musician, whatever Ms instrument It will take
speedy revenge on frivolity and shallowness
;
and
low ideals will “ fold their tents and silently steal away.”
Poetry unites with music to lead men by pleasant paths
to the deepest things of God.
The musician should also study the music and poetiy
of Nature, for, there again the Infinite speaks to him in a
language that is sweeter than any spoken language.
Is it miscellaneous reading, or the lack of it, that “is,
apt to degenerate into shallowness ” ?
In an article published in The Etude two years ago,
Old Fogy says: “ We play the piano with our brains.”
Now, I tope the, dear old gentleman will not think me a
“ bundle of reflected opinions ” if I say that is my opin-
ion, and the more I “ reflect ’ ’ upon it, the better I like it
;
but—another reflection—Dr. Mason says a good touch
combines, in equal proportion, qualities of the heart and
qualities of the head ; for it is characterized by warmth
and ardor, governed by thought and intelligence.
If piano playing is equally emotional anti intellectual,
the pianist must develop both heart and head "by every
means. Let him take the advice of J. H., in his Decem-
ber article seriously, and develop right feeling and right
thinking, and—as a natural outgrowth of a warm, sym-
pathetic heart and a well developed intellect—-good play-
ing. Geo. W. Lovejoy, Auburn, Me,'
A gentleman from Canada writes The Etude the fol-
lowing (full information can be had by addressing this
office):
—
“ I am desirous of finding a first-class voice teacher—
a
gentleman—who would be willing
,
to try his fortunes
Disconnection with a Conservatory of Music which is
about to be established here, and or which I have been
appointed Musical Director. I could not guarantee any
fixed salary at first, but any ie&chefwho is engaged for.
that position will undoubtedly have a large number of
pupils, and his income will be proportionately large.
The moral character ofthe teacher is of quite as ranch im-
portance as his professions! ability.
“ Should you nappes to know orany one who would like
such a position, ana who would be a desirable acquisition
to our institution, I would esteem it a favor if von would
kindly place us in communication with each other.”
Two errors occur in the answer of Dr. Mason to the
fint two questions ia “ Questionsand Answers” in- Fefera-
1
a: 1, The sign over the . y
- lid t 2, The word cbee- I
I-**!
n
* " Eine Neue Claviatur ” Theorie und Beispiele zur Elnfueh-
rtntg in dl« Frask ; by Paul Ton Janko, Viena*,, Em. Wetaler,
4=2
[For The Etude.]
FUTURE PIANO.
A piano keyboard on a new principle, the invention of
Paul von Janko, a Hungarian, has attracted much atten-
tion in Vienna, Leipsic, and Berlin. -Although exhibited
a year ago in Vienna, it remained unnoticed until Von
Janko improved it, and began his concert and lecture
tour this winter through the principal cities of Germany.
It possesses many advantages, and is capable of producing
new effects. In a recent concert he presented the follow-
ing remarkable programme
Pilgrims’ Chorus from “ Tannhauser,” from the
arrangement for four hands........... ............ Wagner.
Organ fugue in C minor (pedal part included)... .....Bach.
Etude in E flat (Arpeggio)...,...,....... ..... ...... ...Cjhopin.
Mazurka in G minor.......... ......................St. Saens.
Etude in C ...Rubinstein.
Campanella Etude.. . ..................— ................. . .Liszt.
Spinning Soqg, from “Flying Dutchman Liszt.
Schubert’s ‘‘ Erlking ” ................................. Liszt.
Transcription of Leo Delibes’ “ Waltz from
‘ Naila,’ ” for the exhibition of special
effects... ................. v. Janko.
Hungarian Rhapsody, No, 2. ........................ ..Liszt.
The performance was preceded by a short lecture, the
substance of which is here given:
—
It is very difficult to give a comprehensive description
of the new keyboard, but we shall attempt it, with the aid
of the accompanying illustration. It consists of six
8. Scales, arpeggios, etc., in contrary motion, can be
continued throughout the entire keyboard, without inter-
ruption.
4.
Although the C major glissando is impossible, it is
replaced by the chromatic. Beginning with the highest
manual, and gliding down in an oblique direction, you
have six chromatic tones. A longer scale is produced
by continuing with the other hand in like manner. The
same can be played in thirds, sixths, and octaves, pro-
ducing a new and brilliant effect ^impossible on our
present pianos.
That this invention has its disadvantages is admitted ;*
but there is no doubt that the advantages outnumber them.
The fact that this keyboard can be placed in the present
pianos and exchanged with the latter at pleasure, makes
its speedy adoption possible. Up to the present time no
one has appeared in public with it except the inventor.
However, Prof. Hans Schmitt, of the Vienna Conserva-
tory, informs the public that he is prepared to give in-
struction on the new instrument, and has issued a school
of technic and a book of etudes for the same. Until a
larger number of pianists testify to its superiority in
practice, its future still remains in doubt, notwithstanding
its many advantages.
—
Henry Mast, Berlin, Germany,
THE GREAT COMP
AT WORK.
manuals (if we may use that term) placed closely above
each other. Beginning with the lowest or first manual
on the left is C, then C sharp in the second, D in the
first; D sharp in the second, E in the first; F in the
second, etc., alternately through the chromatic scale.
The third and fifth manuals are repetitions of the first
;
the fourth and six are the same as the second, so that
what at first seems to be six different rows of keys, is but
two. ’ On both sides of the illustration are represented!!
the individual keys, showing that when one key is struck!
the corresponding keys in the other two manuals go down* '
with it. Those corresponding to our black keys are'
designated by a black stripe. That you produce the
same tone in three positions is one of the principal
features of the new keyboard
;
still another is the shape
of the keys, which are not flat throughout, but rounded
in every direction, and fall a little obliquely as they de-
cline somewhat toward the player. They are also a little
narrower than our white keys, and shorter than the dis-
tance to the blacks, five manuals taking the depth of our
present keyboard, and seven octaves occupying the space
of our present five. The hand is capable of covering
four manuals only.
Many advantages are claimed for this new invention,
among them the following:
—
1. As the thumb will play on the lower manuals, and
the fingers on the higher, the hand maintains a more
natural position; it also facilitates the passing of the
thumb under the fingers.
2. Passages in which .the fingers or hands cross, or
interlock, are played more naturally by the aid of a
second manual.
' 8. Extensions are made more easily
,
the octave taking
only the space of our present sixth.
4. Since the thumb can be conveniently placed on so-
called black keys, the fingering is simplified.
5. The keyboard being much narrower, time and
strength are saved is making-greater movements, enabling
the performer .to play with more velocity and power.
6. The form of the keys induces more certainty of
touch- The necessity of striking between black keys is
done away with.
7. Transposition is made easy, since the fingering in
the new key refttains the same.
8. The technical material for the piano is diminished.
Instead of practicing twelve scales only one is necessary
;
the same is true ofarpeggios, sequences, scales in thirds,
sixths, etc.
9. As a result of the preceding, less time and labor
are required for the study of the piano.
It is bat natural to expect that this new principle of
construction is capable of bringing forth new features in
technic. Among these are the following '•
—
1. One can glide or slide from any tone of the chro-
matic scale to the next ; that is, it is as natural, for in-
stance, to slide from G to F sharp as from F sharp to G.
2. Mordents and similar ornaments can be played by
sliding with oae finger from an upper to a lower manual.
We have already seen Beethoven revising and re -revis-
ing the subject of a small rondo as carefully as if it had
been one of his most important works.. On another
occasion he is represented to us as ceaselessly hamming
and gesticulating during a long country ramble, and on
his return raging up and down the keyboard of the piano-
forte for more than an hour before he could satisfy him-
self with a subject for the finale of a sonata. Beethoven
wrote no fewer than four overtures to his opera “ Fidelio.”
When quite young he entertained the idea of setting to
music Schiller’s “ Ode to Joy,” and Ms note-books, year
after year, contain hints of what eventually formed the
subject of the Choral Symphony.
Mendelssohn habitually subjected Ms compositions to
searching and relentless criticism. A striking instance
of this is furnished by Ms oratorio, “ Elijah.” After its
first public performance the composer entirely cut out
eleven numbers, besides making numerous minor altera-
tions. Though his violin concerto exhibits no important
changes, many slight variations in the passages, render-
ing them more finished and better adapted to the instru-
ment, bear witness to Mendelssohn’s conscientious desire
to perfect everything he wrote. His rule was to let no
day pass without composing something, not necessarily
with the idea of publishing all, but to keep his hand in.
In our own time we find Brahms holding back his
works for two years, to afford full opportunity for revision
before publishing
;
and Liszt so entirely altering his that
in later editions some of .them are scarcely recognizable.
Consider next the enormous faculty of application and
immense amount of actual labor involved in some of the
tours deforce we read of. The old giant Handel writing
the “ Messiah ” in three weeks; Mozart, with the over-
ture to “Figaro” unwritten the night before the per-
formance of the opera, and kept awake by his wife telling
him stories which made Mm laugh till the tears ran down
his cheeks. Schubert composing work after work, only
to be put away in a closet and totally forgotten. He
wrote for four hours every morning
;
when one piece was
done he began another, and often composed as many as
six songs at a sitting.
.
Then what emotions arise when we think of the treat-
ment accorded to these great men and their works
!
Beethoven was pronounced mad. The pellucid stream
of Mozart’s melody was declared to be incomprehensible,
capable of appealing only to cultured and refined ears
because of its intricacy and lack of clearness. The same
accusation was brought against Schumann. The music
of Bach was practically buried for nearly a century after
his death. Wagner had to fight for years against the
grossest misrepresentation ana calumny. Berlioz was
scarcely able to earn bread. The more noble and
original the music, the more furious and persistent the
opposition. The composers whose works are destined to
afford deepest and purest delight in after ages are pre-
cisely those who seem fated during their lifetime to
suffer most.
Music and painting both appeal primarily to the senses,
the one to the eye, the other to the ear. Hence arises a
special difficulty
;
for who shall decide what is realty true
and beautiful, when this is, after all, only a question of
taste ? Let us ever bear in mind our motto from Schu-
mann, who insists on the necessity for a thorough knowl-
edge of the form, in order to attain a clear comprehen-
sion of the spirit. So will oar taste become refined and
pure, our instinct true and unerring, enabling us to
choose the good and reject unhesitatingly the false and
meretricious.
—
Ridley Prentice, in The Musician.
The following letter has been sent to u
Bowman, President of the “ American College of Musi-
cians.” The matter is of interest to every thoughtful
teacher, and, with the permission of the writer, we pre-
sent it to the readers of The Etude. Mr. Bowman will,
no doubt, value any information that the readers of The
Etude may furnish of these important points, which will,
at the same time, lead many to self-inquiry :
—
“ Please give your testimony on following and oMIg®#*--”
“ In order to more intelligently treat a topic on which
the Programme Committee of the M. T. N. A. desire me
to speak at the Indianapolis meeting, will you kindly do
me, and all concerned, a great favor to briefly answer the
following questions in the space provided, and remail to
me at as early a date as may be convenient to you. Tfato
courtesy will, be very much appreciated. Yours truly,
“ E. M. Bowman.
“ 1. Of the pupils coming to yon for instruction, who
have already studied more .or less, is it your experience
(as it is mine) that a comparatively small percentage
ianifttcome possessed of Ifee fundamental resource of the j
-fe-the germ of all artistic performance—'viz. i- a pare
touch ?
“ 2. In your opinion, is this deficiency generally
any unusual difficulty in acquiring that totteh* or M
less or incompetent instruction ?
“ 3. Is the legato touch, per se, a matter beqjjmB-g the
growth of years, or can it, and should it, be th© first thing
acquired by the beginner f
‘
‘ 4. Does undue haste in the earlier stages, ofiftsteuctitm
and study, the generally gratified ambition to begin play-
ing somewhat difficult pieces (in which there.usually oc-
cur chords, octaves, etc.) before the nervous. aad .muscu-
lar powers of the hands have been sufficiently developed,
tend to prevent the acquirement of a good legato touch f
“5. As nearly as you can recall the experience of Ifcfe
past five years, what percentage (of pupils already play-
ing somewhat) has not. required your reforming skill ill
legato
due. f.o
> ca'Efi-
special attention
deficiency ? ”
to this, as it seems to me, preyaiea*
MUSIC TEACHERS’ BUREAU
ENGAGEMENT.
OF
We enter now on the fifth year of the existence of this
department of Thb Etude, and have, since the establish-
ment of the Bureau of Engagement, filled a large number
of vacancies, and supplied many teachers with desirable
positions.
We feel encouraged in the work we have done, as, with
but few exceptions, we have been instrumental in placing
the right-one in the right place.
The activity in this department will soon begin, and
we will state a few facts for the benefit of those whp con-
template applying to our Bureau for assistance in pro-
curing a position for the next year. We operate among
colleges, conservatories and institutions chiefly in the
Western and Southern States.
The lady teachers in these colleges are expected to
combine vocal with instrumental music. Unfortunately,
most of our applicants teach the piano only! hence
many otherwise worthy teachers fail m procuring posi-
tions. Those - who are prepared to teach voice have
always the best chance of being elected. A man can be
a specialist, and the directorship of the Department
usually falls to him, and unjustly a lady teacher is often
called upon to teach vocal and instrumental music, con-
duct the sight-singing class, play the organ for the
chapel exercises, and assist in the Art Department. - For
all this the salary paid is often meagre. ' 1
Many fail to receive an appointment from lack of
business tact. To make a strong and telling' application
for a position requires a talent that is not always asso-
ciated with musical talent or teaching qualifications.
There is a fierce competition for every vacancy, and it is
all-important that every claim is properly and carefully
presented to those who have to decide in the choice of a
teacher. Testimonials, diplomas, etc., are, of course,
important, but much more is required than merely writ-
ten credentials. The record of a successful teacher, and
a special fitness for the desired position, are the two im-
portant factors for securing a position. If these two
points are properly presented, the chances are that the
case will be favorably considered. We have no desire to
register teachers who are not in earnest, who apply
merely to see what positions might be open to them, but
with no well-defined plan what to do. Inexperienced
persons will receive little or no aid from our Bureau, as
Institutions can always supply themselves with those that
have no experience, and only send abroad for skilled
teachers.
We have circulars and blanks giving full information,
which we will send to any one making .application "for
them. Wo have at present a call from a Conservatory of
Music in Illinois for a gentleman voice teacher of unques-
tioned ability
;
salary from $1000 to $1200. The posi-
tion is one of importance, and can only be filled by one
capable of taking charge of the Vocal Department of a
well-established institution.
48
[For The Etude.]
HOW TO LEARN TO FINGER THE
SCALES.
In any regular fingering of the scales, the thumb will
S
ass alternately the third and fourth fingers. The fourth
nger is used only once in each octave, and always on the
same digital. Very little observation will show that
nearly all the mistakes are made with this finger. From
the above we can derive three rules.
y 1st. Never omit a finger.
2d. Never pass the second finger.
8d. The fourth finger always oh the same digital.
If the scales have been learned as indicated in my article
in The Etude for September, the pupil will have acquired
the habits of using the fingers without omission, and of
passing always the third finger
;
hence rule 1 and 2 are
superfluous, and all attention can be given to the observa-
tion of the third rule. The scales are to be played
throughout two octaves' ascending and descending, with
one or two hands, as the capacity of the pupil may per-
mit. The pupil has to remember on which digitals the
fourth fingprs are to be used.
The scales of 0, D, E, F, G, A, and B are to be taken
first. In F the right fourth is on B(z, and in B the left
fourth is on
;
the others remain as learned before.
As soon as the pupil can play these without assistance of
the teacher, he has to play them continually once every
day. The others are to be learned one at a time, and
added to the above.
Scale of C||.—Major, L. on 1^, R. on A# (Bjz).
Harmonic Min., L. on F$, R. on Df.
Melodic Min., L. on . asc. on *«. R -
desc. on Dff.
'Scale of F^.—Major, L. on F^, R. on Aj|.
Harmonic, L. on H|, R. on G§,
T Melodic, L, on ft. asc. on D^, desc.
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ScaliRjf EjZ.—Major, L. on A{z, R. on Bt2.
Harmonic, L. on G|z, R. on Bjz.
Melodic, L. on Glz, R. on Bjz.
Scale of AR—Major, L. on Dfe, R. on B|z.
Harmonic, L. on Db, R e on Biz.
Melodic, L. asc. on Djf, desc. on GjJ,B.
on Biz,
Scale of Bjz.—Major, L. on Bjz, R. on B(z.
Harmonic, L. on Giz, R. on BE
Melodic, L. asc. on G, desc. on Giz, R.
on Bjz.
The scales of C, D. E, G, and A have the same finger-
ing, the left on the seventh and the right on the seventh.
The others have, with very few exceptions, the left on Fit
(G(Z), and the right on B-2 (A$)
;
hence only very few difi
ferent digitals are to be remembered, bat the rule, “ The
fourth finger always on the same digital.” has no excep-
tion. This rule of the fourth finger, however, holds good
not only for the fingerings given here, but also for any
other fingering. For instance, if in a piece in D the scale
happens to begin with the right fourth finger on D, G, or
A, continue to use it on every D, G, or A, passing alter-
nately the third and fourth, as usual.
Consequently any fingering a teacher may use can be
controlled by this rule. Plenty of time should be taken
to make the pupil positively certain of the fingering be-
fore any attempt on time, accents, etc., is made. For
N
jz.
should be practiced in the meantime on short finger-
exercises, andNSfcn afterward be applied to the scales
without difficulty. Iarl E. Cra
BY HENRY HARDING.
In the February issue of The Etude, Dr. fm. Mason
says that no concise and satisfactory definition of the
term 5 ‘ classical ’ ’ in its relation to music has yet been for-
mulated. After expressing his own excellent views on
the subject, he concluded by saying that “the question
was open to farther discussion.”
Mr. Mathews, in his admirable book, “ How to Under-
stand Music,” defines classical as a “ term that is vaguely
used in music.” When we consider the many good
things, both “ real and imaginary,” that Mr. Mathews has
evolved out of the depths of his inner consciousness and
formulated the same into good clean English, which has
helped so many thinking musical people to a better under-
standing of the soul comforting mysteries of “ emotional
content,” does it not seem strange that he has not given
us a good definition of the term classical in its musical
significance, which all will agree should not be used
vaguely.*
In literature and art, the term classical means that
which is the highest, the noblest, the purest and the most
beautiful. That which appeals to the higher nature,
moral, intellectual, and emotional, and not to the animal,
or lower nature.
AH who have investigated the subject recognize the
fact that there is in music an element that appeals to
the intellectual nature, the emotional nature and the
moral nature, and that there is also an element which
appeals to the animal nature. Assuming that the above
is true, how would the following answer for a definition?
Classical music is music that appeals to the moral, intel-
lectual and the emotional nature.
Does not such music stimulate a <> healthful growth and
development of all that is pure and good? All other
music is unhealthful, appealing to that which is degrad-
ing and impure. It is morbid, spasmodic, sensational, and
debasing. Now, in closing this article, let me ask the
readers of The Etude : Are you studying and teaching
music that appeals to the head and heart, or is it that
which appeals chiefly to the heels and the lower nature ?
Editor of The Etude :
—
The “ child of eight who is not very smart,” to whom
“ A Country Music Teacher” refers in the February
Etude, was a troublesome problem to me for nearly two
yeai s after I began to teach. Those who had been my
own teachers could not give practicable advice on the
subject, for the reason that they did not receive pupils of
that class, hence had not learned, by experience
,
what
was the wise course to be pursued -with them. Such pupils
are the bite noir of a country and village music teacher’s
life, and yet, for reasons various, we must needs submit
to teaching them, painfully endeavoring to instill some
knowledge into their willing, but unmusical minds. I
have never yet met with a cabinet organ “ Method ” of
which I could approve. Most of them are poorly graded,
presenting discouraging difficulties too early. Others
are trashy, totally failing to educate good musical taste.
After much perplexity and experimenting, I have
adopted for pupils of the class designated tne follow-
ing course, and have found it quite satisfactory in its
results:
—
I begin with •“ Carl Engel’s Piano forte School for
Young Beginners,” having the pupil first play with each
hand alone, then both together, altering any 8va pas-
sages impossible for the organ with pencil. When the
treble studies have been, mastered, the pupil proceeds to
learn the notes of the bass clef, and studies the easier
secondo numbers. The studies being written in duett
Editor of The Etude :
—
Dear Sir : I notice in the February number a com-
munication from “ Excelsior,” earnestly exhorting the
constitutional (charter) members of the A. C. M. to come
forward and pass examination for the degrees. Allow
me to say that this seems to many, not only of the
original members, but to many outsiders, an absurdity.
Why should S. P. Warren, for example, present himself]
for examination to Mr. Eddy any more than Mr. Eddy
to him? When the present board have examined all the
rest, are they, in turn, to present themselves for examina-
tion by those whom they have just examined? This pro-
ceeding looks to some of ns not only undignified, but
ridiculous. The dilemmrf is this : If the original mem-
bers need examination for the Associate degree, they are
not the men who ought to have started the A. C. M. If
they are men who can give the A. C. M. weight and
authority, and command the confidence of the profession,
they don’t need to examine each other. To do so would
be a farce, and lose them the respect of outsiders.
Yours truly, Charter Member.
form for teacher and pupil, good, steady time habits are
formed at the outset. The average pupil will complete
this book in ten lessons. I then introduce “Louis
Meyers’ Studies for the Parlor Organ,” Parts. II and III
successively. After those, there is s wide range of
Kohler and Leoschhorn, from which a judicious teacher
may make suitable selections. As early as the pupil is
prepared to execute it, I allow the longed-for “ piece ”
—
something easy, useful and pleasing. That delights her
heart, she feels that she is really “ learning to play,”
and she must be interested, else she will not progress
under the best s} stem imaginable.
A Village Music Teacher.
While listening to D’Albert, the pianist, a German en-
thusiast says : “Thunder and lightning, but he is a quick
player. Give Biilow twenty measures, and D’ Albert is
sure to catch np to him. Ho don’tplay ; he dispatches
notes
; he dispatches sonatas. If he continues to play
five years at this rate he will need a. new set of fingers.
He plays everything so fast that he is compelled to rest
j
from time to time, in order to let the tempo catch np with
him.”
See Mr. Mathews’s “ Letters to Teachers ” on this subject In this
RH.-BD1IM.
The confusion arising from the different methods of
fingering piano music is inexcusable in the technology of
an art.
The notation x 1 2 3 4 is an egregious blunder.
There could be no objection to two signs for one finger,
provided the signs for the other finger had been undis-
turbed, as
1 2 3 4 5
x 2 3 4 5,
Two signs for one finger are very different, however,
from one sign for each two fingers of four couples 1 Com-
pare
1 2 3 4 5
x 1 2 3 4.
The argument for the notation—1 2 3 4 5—is not that
foreign music is published with it, but that it is correct,
that is, anatomical. The thumb is defined in the lexicons
as “the first finger of the hand.” Analogically it might
be called the “big finger,” as the first toe is called the
“big toe.”
The seeming rivalry between Foreign and American
fingering will cease, if both terms are dismissed for the
correct designation : Anatomical Fingering. There can-
not be any rivalry between a notation scientifically ex-
act and one which, however named, is a disgraceful
blunder. The anatomical fingering may be used in either
of two forms : Anatomical Fingering
—
Chas. W. Wood.
THE MEETING OF HUMMEL AND
FIELD.
If our memory serves us, an incident similar to the
following is related of Beethoven and Mozart, but we
give it as we find it in a contemporary, because it has that
“ touch of nature which makes the whole world kin”:
In the year 1823 Hummel visited St. Petersburg, whither
his reputation had already preceded Mm, and gave
several concerts there, which were very numerously at-
tended. In the course of these entertainments, he com-
posed extemporary variations upon themes suggested to
him by the audience, in which he displayed such talent
and readiness of invention as to wake up a perfect en-
thusiasm among his hearers. From St. Petersburg he pro-
ceeded to Moscow, where Field was at that time residing.
These two great artists had never seen-' each other, and
were known only to one another by their works and rep-
utation. On the morning after his arrival, Hummel,
whose appearance was rather heavy and somewhat slov-
enly, paid Field a visit at the hotel garni which that
artist then inhabited. He found Mm in his dressing-
gown, smoking and giving instruction to a pupil. ‘ 1 1 wish
to speak with Mr. Field,” said Hummel. “I am he,”
said Field, “what is your pleasure?” “I am anxious
to make your acquaintance
5
I am a great lover of music ;
but I see you are engaged, so don’t let me disturb you. I
can wait.” Field begged him to sit down, without any
ceremony, merely asking whether the smell of tobacco
was offensive to him. Not at all,” said Hummel “I
smoke too.” The presence of the stranger so discon-
certed Field’s pupil that he very speedily took his de-
parture. During this time Field had been scrutinizing his
visitor, whose general bearing struck him as being some-
what remarkable. At length he asked him, “ What is
your business in Moscow ? ” Hummel said he had vis-
ited Moscow in a mercantile capacity ; and that, being a
devoted lover of music, and having long heard of Field’s
extraordinary talents, he could not think of leaving the
city without having heard him. Field was civil enough
to gratify the wish of his visitor. And, although he per-
haps considered him as little better than a Midas, he sat
down to the piano and played one of his Capricci in his
own surprising manner. Hummel thanked him repeatedly
for his kindness, and assured him that he had never
heard the piano played with so much lightness and pre-
cision. Field answered, in a sportive tone, “ Since you
are so very fond of music, you certainly must play some-
thing yourself.” Hummel made some excuses, saying
that, when he was at home, it was true he played the organ
'
occasionally, but it was impossible to touch the piano
after Field. “ That is all very well,” said Field, “ but such
an amateur as jou are always knows something to play
and he smiled m anticipation of the performance he was
doomed to listen to. Without further parley, Efymmel
now sat down at the piano, and, taking the very theme
which Field had just played, he began to vary it extempo-
raneously, in a manner worthy of his genius and as if in-
spired by the occasion, and, indeed, altogether in a
style so powerful and overwhelming, that Fie’ J * J
transfixed with astonishment. Dropping his p
his month, and drying his tears, he seized Hum
claiming, “ Yon are Hummel ! you are Hummel ! The
is nobody but Hummel in the whole world who is cap
ble of such inspiration ! ’’ and it was with no little dif
culty that Hummel released himself from the powerfi
grasp of his
v 'A%ECA ’/AT AAri-ATA
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[For The Etude.]
. WHYS AND WHEREFORES OF
MUSIC .
BY H. SHERWOOD VINING.
(ContM’md from February imm, p&gs 27.)
NOTATION.
14. Why notes are used.—Because they are signs to
represent tones in writing. They are named like the
tones for which they stand. Notes are placed on lines
and on spaces between the lines thus :
Five lines and four spaces between them make what is
called the staff
;
thus :
—
15. Why the staff is used.—Because the pitch which a
note represents is shown by its position on a line or on a
space. Nine notes of different pitch can be written on
the staff, thus :
—
Notes that are higher or lower than the notes on the
staff are placed on added lines and spaces above and
below the staff, thus :
—
Une*. Spaces
Mae®.
The staff degrees are named in alphabetical order
;
thus :
—
The lower the line or space on which a note is written
!
the lower the pitch, and the higher the line or space on
which a note is written, the higher the pitch.
16. Why two staves are used.—Using two staves saves
adding too many lines and spaces above and below the
staff. Eighteen notes of different pitch can be written on
two staves. One staff is used for notes higher than mid-
dle 0 and one staff is used for notes lower than middle C.
.
17. Why two clefs are used.—Signs called clefs are
p&eed on the staff to show whether the notes are high
notes or low notes. The word clef means key, and both
words are used to express different degrees of pitch.
The G clef or treble
THE ETUDE.
notes are placed on spaces only, lines are omitted
;
therefore the letters which these lines or spaces represent
are omitted.
21. Why it is easy to remember this order, skipping
one.—Because the order of the seven letters, skipping
one, makes the word FACE, and adds the three letters
G B D. Thus, PAG E-G BD.orGB D—F A C E, or
E—G B D—F A C E, or D—P A C E—G B D, and back-
wards, D B G—E C A F, or E C A F—D B G.
22. Why the names of the notes on all the lines can be
discovered when the name of the note on the first line is
remembered.—Because knowing the name of the note on
the first line, the rest are discovered by recalling the
order of letter, skipping one, thus :
—
Beginning from the second G below middle' C, these
notes are played by moving to the right and skipping one
white key.
The names of all the spaces can be discovered when
one is known . thus :
TABLES OP NOTATION.
6BDFA L—&E GBDF A C E G
is used for the high notes. The F clef or bass
is used for the low notes.
j
18. Why the G clef is so called.—This clef winds
around the second line, and the note placed on this line
j
is called G. By this G written thus
FACE
s: . .
B D
is meant the G next above*middIe C.
19. Why the F cleff is so culled.—This clef is written
from the fourth line, and the note placed on this line is
called F. By this F written thus
is meant the F next below middle G.
20. Why notes that are placed on lines next each other
,
or on spaces next pack other
,
are named in the order
of the alphabet
,
skipping one.—-Because when notes
are placed on lines only, spaces are omitted
;
and when A.JB E G B D F
The same tones can be differently written between the
staves
;
thus :
—
24. Why the Fclef is sometimes changed to the O clef
on the same staff.—In order to avoid adding more lines
and spaces above the F clef staff than is necessary, the
F clef, which is used for low notes, is changed for the
G clef which is used for high notes
;
thus :
from a note of lower pitch to a note of higher pitch.
26. Why the 0 clef is sometimes changed to the F clef.
-—To avoid adding more lines and spaces below the G
clef staff than is necessary
;
thus
from a note of higher pitch to a note of lower pitch.
26. Why the sign 8va .......is used.—Because by
placing this sign above the notes many added lines
and spaces are avoided above the G clef staff. The sign
shows that' the notes under the dotted line are to be
played an octave higher than they are written
;
thus:
—
Beginning from the second A below middle C, these
notes are played by moving to the right and skipping
one white key.
The following example is played by moving from one
white key to the next to the right :
—
The following example is played by moving from one
white key to the next to the left :
—
is played
ABC
By placing this sign below the notes many added lines
and spaces below the F clef staff can be avoided
;
thus
these notes
8tw.. ........
are played an octave lower than they are written
:
thus:
—
The words AW octava mean in the octave, and the sign
All’ 8va placed over a note shows that its octava. above is
to be added ; thus
:
all1 8m.
ACE
** mcrDBG
is played
! and placed under a note shows that its octave below is
to be added, thus :
is played
all’ 8va.
23. Why one added line and two added spaces are
j
necessary between two staves.—Because from A, fifth line
ofthe F clef, to E, first line of the G clef, three tones
are omitted, represented by the three lettersB CD, which
to be written require an added line and two added
We publish the greater portion of the music analyzed
in the firs^. grade of “The Musician,” and it is oar in-
tention touring out the remainder at an early date.
This edition is carefully fingered by the best teachers
of the piano-forte, and intended for use in ^connection
with “The Musician.” As a collection of teaching
pieces we know of no better
;
they are the productions of
the best authors, they encourage in the student a taste
for the better class of music ; they are pleasing ana suited
to the use of students in the early stages of piano-forte
stndy, as well as for those further advanced. In addition
to the music of “ The Musician,” we publish many other
pieces of the same character, designed especially for
teaching, and we commend them to *1-“ “ *
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BY W. S. B. MATHEWS.
“ Will you kindly give me your definition of 1 Classical
Music?’ ” Mns. 0. P. J.
The present application of the term “ classical music ”
is a little indefinite, but in general it is applied to the
music of Mozart, Haydn, Gluck, Bach, Haendel, Schu-
bert (though some would leave him out), and Beethoven.
The ground generally assigned upon which anything has
a right to be reckoned “ classical ” is that it be of sub-
stance enough to please “ in the long run,” as it is said
;
and . be written in a chaste and unaffected style. Any
kind of eccentricity, either of the idea itself, or the
manner of expressing it, detracts in the long run from its
power of pleasing. The music before the time of Bach
and Hsendel is too labored, for the most part, to please
us in this generation. Much of the music written since
the beginning of the present century is too strikingly
original, or high-flavored,—or “intense,” perhaps we
should say,—to please taste in general
;
it suits only some
tastes, and some moods. This, however, is also true of all
music, as soon as one gets to know it well. But the dis-
tinction is a good one, for all that. Music that is true to
the nature of the human ear, and to the laws by which
sounds must be combined in order to express feeling and
sentiment, has a right to be called “classic” in proportion
to the elegance and unobtrusiveness of its style, and in
proportion to the universality of the taste to which it
appeals. For this reason it takes time to render any
composition classical
;
not because the piece ripens, but
because only by the aid of time can it be told with cer-
tainty whether or not it appeals to a universal taste.
Those who are' acquainted with the history of the con-
struction of the canon of the Scriptures, will remember
that in that there was the operation of this very same
principle. Every generation in the Jewish Church, and
then in the Christian, gave rise to a large number of pro-
ductions of great value and sanctity. Out of all these,
the books that constitute our Bible were made up, by
church councils, weighing the testimony offered with re-
gard to the usefulness of this, that, and the other contest-
ant. In any good encyclopedia there is an account of
this. The Bible is a compendium of our religious
classics. At every addition there were many writings
which just missed a vote or two of getting Jn
;
so is it
with classical music.
This distinction of Classical and Romantic was made,
or rather more clearly delineated, by the philosopher
Hegel, at the early part of this century. According to
this definition any work of art. is classic when its content
is the beautiful and its style, or form, is the exact expres-
sion of its content. This definition is incomplete, since
Hegel intended to limit the nature of the content itself.
In Romantic art, there is always the attempt to express
S
st a little more than the material will easily express.
ence all the works of Chopin, and Schumann, not to
mention nearly all masters since, besides their beauty and
significance, have in them also an element of striving,
reaching out after effect, a lack of repose, and therefore
a lack of the power of pleasing invariably. Nevertheless,
a great deal of this impression is due to the phraseology,
the chord-successions, and the thematic treatment of
them, whereby the listener is put to his powers of hearing
to keep step with the lively composer. After a while all
these things become simple, ana in time even common.
It is so in all maimers or expression. The speaker who
exaggerates presently communicates no more vivid im-
pression of the events he narrates than one who confines
himself to the facts just as they were. These reflections
would seem to point to the conclusion that the application
of the term “ classical ” is a matter of convention, and
that in time the bounds of the classic may become jn-
definitely extended. But by similar measure in which
accretions of later productions are included at this end of
the line, will there be subtractions at the other end of the
list. For by just so much as the taste becomes able to
be constantly pleased with the highly seasoned produc-
tions of recent times, by exactly so much will it lose the
capacity of being moved and rendered happy by the less
intense productions of former times. Hence there will
lie about as much cat off as there is added sa. Not
quite so much
;
for it is the nature of schools to be con-
servative, and long after s piece of music has ceased to
be chosen for itself alone fey mature players in a state of
good musical health, it may go on filling m important
use in teaching the young. Mendelssohn’ s once-cele-
brated “ Songs Without Words” have about reached this
stage now, and the same is true of Mozart’s Sonatas for
>yed >ly whe
»e are unusually well dqne. It is given to but very few
of earth’s teeming millions to leave upon the world an
impression so deep that they have to be counted among
the classics of their kind ; for, after all, it is & question of
mind of everlasting currency. Moat sateaa are so
hampered by their immediate environment that only a
small part of all that they do is good enough to endure
more an one or at tos g arations after \ ..
gone. Civilization is a great achievement, .and a credit
to the race, but the work of individuals in it is only a
little more important relatively than the work of a single
coral insect in the formation of a reef. Rip van Winkle
need not have put his remark in an interrogatory form.
He might as well have said “ We are so soon forgotten.”
As it is with philosophy, of which every generation has
its own new form, so it is with that other great production
of soul, Art; every generation has a deeper and a richer
soul to express by means of its art. Thus new forms
constantly arise
;
when one form has been carried as far
as it will go, it stagnates, and presently dies. After-
coming generations can do no more than to imitate its
forms and brush the dust off its greatest specimens. So
is it with sculpture, ever since the golden days of Phidias.
So also has it been with painting ever since the days of
Raphael. There are those who think that music also has
reached its zenith, and that henceforth there is to be only
the endless round of repetition. This is the view taken
by Mr. Rockstro, in his History of Music. I do not agree
with him. So long as we compose our music to the im-
perfect intervals of the tempered scale, so long there will
be unlimited room for improvement, until a generation
shall arise able to appreciate the multiplication table at
its real value. Then a new reign of music will begin.
The end is not yet.
“1 understood from my room-mate at the Cincinnati
Conservatory that there was a work by Mathews giving
descriptions and illustrations of the Barcarolle, Berceuse,
Caprice, Polonaise, Potpourri, Impromptu, as well as
dance music, etc.” Miss A. E. F.
The question evidently refers to “ Mathews’ Outlines
of Musical Form,” published by 0. Diteon & Co. a num-
ber of years ago. The little book is very incomplete,
bat it has most of the particulars you wish to know. In
Palmer’s “Theory of Music” there are also some ex-
planations of the same kind. After writing the little out-
line, I went on and prepared a large work with a fall
system of musical forms, but I have never been able to
get a publisher for it. “Musical Form” in .general
refers to the manner in which the principal subjects are
disposed with reference to each other in a musical piece.
Thus, a piece having one fully developed melodic form is
called Unitary
;
one with two melodic subjects is called
Binary; one with three, Ternary. These are explained
in “ How to Understand Music,” second part. All large
pieces are varieties or modifications of some one of four
S' ical forms: Variation, Fugue, Rondo, and Sonata-ice. The former consists of variations upon a single
theme. The second of a single theme developed according
to the laws of fugue*.’ The rondo is a piece in which one,
two, three, or even four melodic subjects, or forms, are
variously repeated. The principal subject is repeated
more times than either of tee others, and always in the
same key, which is the. principal key of the piece. The
second subject is next in frequency, bat if it is repeated
more than once, it comes the second time in a different
key. Long rondos are filled out with a great deal of
passage work between the various repetitions of the sub-
jects. Chopin’s rondo in E fiat, opus 16, is a good
example of the most elaborate rondo form one will ever
meet. The rondo is discussed in chapter XIV of “ How
to Understand Music.” The Sonata-piece, or principal
movement of the sonata, is a rondo made more intel-
lectual by a middle part called the Elaboration, which
consists of a free fantasia upon the principal motives of
the m&in subjects. All longer pieces are simpler or more
complex rondos, or sonata-pieces. Large and serious
works are usually the latter. They may be preceded by
introductions. The forms mentioned above m the ques-
tion are strictly styles, rather than “forms” proper,
since any one of them might be a rondo. A Barcarole,
for example, is a composition in a melodious style,
usually with an accompaniment of a rocking character.
It is a boat song, patterned after the Neapolitan boat songs.
The name comes from “barcarvoli,” the Neapolitan
“bark.” It is usually in 6-8 time. The Berceuse is a
cradle song, having a delicate melody, and gentle and
often-reDeated harmony, as we see in the Schumann
Cradle Song, Chopin’s Berceuse, etc. The latter is in
reality a set of variations. A Caprice is a composition so
irregular in form that its author did not know what else
to call it. A Polonaise is a Polish dance, in a bold,
heroic kind of rhythm, usually written in 8-4 measure,
but counted and made to sound like six beats in the
measure, divided into three groups of two; as If one
measure of four beats and one of two were added to-
gether. There is a heavy accent upon “one,” a lighter
one upon “three,” and a heavy one again upon the “fifth”
beat. The accent upon “five” is very characteristic of
this form. Granted the Polonaise rhythm, the piece
itself may be it any kind of rondo, or almost a
sonata-piece. A Potpourri is a collection of melodies
selectea from some source, having no bond of internal
unity in their arrangement or relation to each other, but
the piece should progress toward a elim&Xj and should
begin and end in the same key, although this restriction
is sometimes disregarded. An Impromptu is a piece
which an author labors upon so long that he is aglamed
id of - it arc n< anc ed
*
-*li I* sisav-nftj : !..« calls itm “ * rompls
in order to make critics think that he threw it off in a
moment, as it were^—thereby deprecating criticism.
Dance music is music in rhythm suited for dancing,
which may be almost any simple kind of rhythm. Those
who know how to dance will understand this. Given the
rhythm, a waltz, polka, schottisch, or other dance may
pursue any order of periods it likes, except that elaborate
passages are out of place, since the object of the piece is
to regulate the steps in dancing, in order to do which it
must move easily and surely; If it has elaborate pas-
sages, they will never be played quite in the same move-
ment as the remainder, and thus the dancers will be
thrown out of step. Most dances are simple rondos,
with little or no paddling of passage-work.
The more of this kind of information the player has
about music, the more likely he is apt to be to get the
general ideas of his pieces correct
;
it is more important,
however, to know the style of the different kinds of
pieces, and the general manner in which they should be
played, than to be an expert in describing their form.
Please answer in The Etude who is the greatest living
musician? A. P.
If I supposed that there were any person upon the
staff of The Etude who could answer the little conun-
drum above so briefly propounded, I would immediately
forward it to that gifted individual. But I know that
there is no such person. The real greatness of a musi-
cian, or any other original genius, cannot be fully known
until a considerable lapse of time after their principal '
works, or those works which express their greatness,
have been given to the world. Musical genius is a form
of divination. The musical genius is one who perceives
the relations of sounds in greater clearness than others.
Relations which to the ordinary hearer are meaningless,
or unacceptable, to him . appear allowable under fitting
circumstances. He creates a work in which he makes
use of some such unprecedented successions or combina-
tions of tones, and using them rightly, and according to
their essential nature, it is -only a question of time when
the musical public will learn to appreciate them for it-
self. So has it bees with every advance which has been
made in the art of musical composition. The man who
introduced the dominant seventh,—Monteverde, I think it
was,—encountered as severe criticism as Wagner or Ber-
lioz encountered when they happened to pile up .disso-
nances and bizarre combinations through page after page.
The world has become reconciled to both these now, in
great measure
;
hut we are far from the end. The musi-
cal- faculties are in process of development, and every
generation will most likely manifest the ability to take
in, and classify upon hearing, combinations which at pres-
ent would appear unintelligible. I know that I shall be
met with the declaration that there is such a branch as
musical science, having laws based upon' mathematics
;
and that these laws cannot be exceded. This is true, no
doubt. But in the first place “science” is something
known and set down in order; I speak now of relations
which have yet to be found out. In the second place, it
is not a question of exceeding mathematical principles,
but of becoming able to understand mor%; complicated
fractions. One century did business with whole notes
and halves
;
the next divided the half, and had three
lengths of tones
;
a fourth divided the quarter, and so it
west on. Each division was hailed as an allowable im-
pertinence, but the universal voice of criticism was
“ This thing has gone far enough
;
it is time to draw the
line.” But they did not draw the line. So has it
been with all the relations of harmony. There was
music in the world for more than five thousand years be-
fore anybody, so far as we know, ventured to think that
the common chord was a good combinatioiilb use. There
are whole races of mea who despise it to this day. When
they found the common chord, it was then several sen-
tunes before they were quite certain that it sounded bet-
ter than rank dissonance as a steady diet. When they
finally began to eliminate dissonances, they spent several
centuries trying to find the key-note. And so on. It has
been a constant progress. We have dissonances, tonal-
ity, form and many of the elements that make up music.
Bat there are those who think that to this day we do not
understand the minor scale. The bearing of all this upon
the question of the correspondent lies here :
—
If there lie in the world at the present time a musical
S
nius of really superlative character, the chances are
at it will take a generation or so before his works wiii
be appreciated at their real value. For in all this there
is a survival of the fittest. Those works of genius last,
and those only, which have in them truth to human
wants, and correspondence with human ability to compre-
hend. Besides, we are all limited observers. Suppose
we had been asked about Berlioz in his lifetime. What
could we have said? Here was a man, a brilliant -writer
about
.
particularly gifted with the faculty of
sticking to the point ; not a pianist, not an operatic com-
poser
;
in fact he derived his living for several years from.
*
singing in the chorus of the opera. What did the world
know twenty years ago of the “ Damnation of Fanst,”
or the great orchestral works ? Suppose one had asked
about Schubert while he was vet living ; what could have
been said? That's was a schoolmaster’s assistant is a :
to knew t
most beautiful genius for melody that the world has ever
seen ?
Of the great musicians of this day, perhaps the follow-
ing names are most in point : In Russia, Rubinstein, the
greatest pianist, a great composer of operas, oratorios,
songs, piano pieces, and chamber music of all sorts. Yet
there are few who would venture to predict that his name
will be counted among the immortals. In France, there
is Camille Saint-Saens, one of the most gifted men of the
world. Organist, pianist, composer, he has touched
nothing that he has not adorned. Even England thinks
well of his opera of “Henry the Eighth.” The young
man, Nicode, of Dresden, is a fine genius
;
but it is yet
too soon to class him among the immortals.
Upon the whole, most critics would agree with the
statement that it is not time to look for geniuses of the
first order, until, as Theodore Thomas expressed it to the
writer, “the sound of Schumann, Liszt, Berlioz and
Wagner, has gotten a little more out of the ears of the
youngsters.” These sounds occupy their attention and
stand between them and originality. We are living in a
transition period
;
there are many great musicians, but
not at present any one who could confidently be pro-
nounced greater than any of the others. So, at least, it
appears to me.
nesfintut anil jjiwsjtws.
Ques.—Please tell some of us who are trying to trans-
pose how to go about it. Give us a few simple hints in
the next issue of The Etude. We are thorough in In-
tervals as taught in Weitzmann’s Theory, so that we shall
be able to comprehend what you say. We wish to trans-
pose a song accompaniment from C major to a third
above and also a third below. Would we not have to
write every note a third higher or lower? and would not
this give E major, or A minor? Is there any little book
with plain directions we could get to aid us? Please let
us have advice soon.—M. B.
Ans.—There are several distinct methods that may be
employed in transposing a piece of music. The first may
be called the Interval method
,
and consists in reading
each note so many degrees higher or lower than it is
written. This method or mechanical process can be ac-
quired with a little diligent daily practice of a few months
by any one who can read the notes (by letter) with mod-
erate facility. Transpositions a half or whole step, or
even a minor or major third, can be managed by this
method without much difficulty.
Say the piece is in C major. To transpose a half step
above or below, simply sharp or flat each note, remem-
bering that if you are transposing higher (to C$ or Dj?) an
ancidental fiat would be canceled, and an accidental
sharp would be double sharped, and vice versa in trans-
posing lower.
To transpose a whole step above (D major) you must
simply name and play each letter one degree higher.
Thus C becomes D
;
and D, E
;
and E, F||, etcv Surely
remember to play E as F$, and B as C|J, in order that the
new key may sound correctly.
To transpose to Ejz, you can read the “line above,” or
the “ space above,” remembering that B, E, and A will
be flatted, of course. Thus, G becomes E|?
;
D, F, etc.
Or, if you are familiar with the scale of D$ (the enhar-
monic of El7), you can simply read one higher, and sharp
the result.
A transposition to E major can be effected the same at
so Et?
-
,
by reading the “ line or space ” above and insert-
ing proper signature.
Another method is the Clef method. This requires
more practice, but it is excellent when once acquired. It
consists in placing the C clef on each degree of the staff,
and learning the other letters as they would occur in suc-
cession written from this point. This clef is explained
in Weitzman’s Musical Theory, p. 10. You will readily
see that if you are familiar with the alto clef, which
places C on the third line of the staff, just one degree
lower than C is placed on the G soprano clef, you can
change your mental image of the tone location, so that
C would look like D, this would assist you to transpose
one higher. The tenor C clef would likewise assist you
to transpose one degree lower. By following out this
plan you can make all transposition with ease, but it
requires much skill and concentration of mind and prac-
tice. You will find a knowledge of these clefs indis-
pensable, if you proceed with the study of Harmony and
Counterpoint.
Another, and by far the most perfect means to trans-
position, is an exhaustive knowledge of scale relation-
ships, find of hanpony throughout. By this knowledge, G
in the scale of C means something more than the simple
letter
;
it means the fifth or Dominant of the scale of G,
and it will be instantly transposed into any other key
simply by thinking what the fifth of the required key is.
If it is a chord of the Dominant-, a knowledge of harmony
will make the transposition of the entire chord to any
other dominant an instantaneous process, find so on.
This is the knowledge you should work for. This is
purely scientific and intelligent. All others are mechani-
cal. You may acquire great facility in this . by taking
little melodic figures, and later entire melodies, and
having numbered the intervals with a pencil, call them
aloud as you seek their duplicates in other keys. Slow
practice and attention is all that is required.
Stephen Emery, in his “ Head and Hands,” has writ-
ten some good beginning studies for this practice. These
may be followed by Tausig’s Daily Studies, though it
requires a considerable knowledge of harmony to trans-
pose these. We know of no work especially devoted to
this subject. Any good treatise on harmony embraces
the subject, if you are master of it.
Ques.-—In your last October Etude grave is said to be
slower than adagio (under theory of phrasing, mem-
orizing, etc.). In “ John W. Moore’s Vocabulary of
Musical Terms,” grave is given as quicker than adagio ;
which is correct?—L. G.
Ans.
—
The place of the word in describing tempo, in
my “ Phrasing Studies,” follows that in “ Mendel’s Con-
versations Lexicon,” which was not written at the time
when Mr. Moore’s vocabulary was prepared. It repre-
sents the best German usage.—W. S. B. M.
Ques.—The note “ d ” to Schumann’s “Soaring”
says: “The two soprano F’s are not tied by this slur,
although there is nothing in the notation to show it to
the contrary.” Does not the notation of writing the
sixteenths below, and meeting with the soprano F’s
above, indicate that the second F cannot be tied, in
order that the alto sixteenth may be heard? If this view
is not correct, please explain. J. G. C.
Ans.—The questioner misses the point. Upon the
organ the second F in such a passage would not be re-
peated because the first one would be sustained across it.
The question in the present instance, however, is not
whether the second F should be struck (articulated)
;
of
course, it must be for the sake of the sixteenth-note mo-
tion. But the question is, WhetherJhere are two melody
F’s or only one. If two, then the second F must be
played heavily enough to fit it to its place in the melody.
If, however, the second melody F is tied to the first, then
the first one has to be struck more forcibly, in order to
carry the melody tone across three beats
;
and the second
F is played softly, as a part of the sixteenth-note motion,
merely. I think that the second F is also a melody note,
distinct from the first, and not a continuation of it. But
I do not know that there is anything in the notation to
make this conclusion certain.
Ques.— (1) Please tell me if it is possible to learn to
play a fugue day the study of Higgs’s book—for one who
plays nice selections of classicjnusic, but has never been
taught to play music on the fugue order. (2) Will you
kindly give me a careful selection of one piece by each
of the following composers, taken from 2d page of
American C. M. Prospectus, as follows : Scarlatti,
Moscheles Op., 70, F. Hiller ; Chopin, Nocturnes Bach, 1
Prelude, Fugue and Allegro. Give degree of difficulty.
I shall much appreciate your kindness. If you prefer to
answer in Etude, please let me have the benefit of your
reply quite soon. Kate W.
Ans.
—
(
1) Mo. Higgs’s work is a treatise on composi-
tion of the fugue, not on how to play them. (2) Scar-
latti : Sonata in G (No. 2, in Breitkopf & Haertel)
;
Moscheles : Op. 70, Book 1, No. 3, or, easier, No. 15 ;
Hiller : xxiv Etudes, No. 1, in G fiat; Chopin: Noc-
turnes, Op. 9, in E flat, or Op_. 87 in G. Equally char-
acteristic of the Chopin style, and less difficult, are the
Mazurka, Op. 17, No. 4, and Waltz, Op. 34, No. 2. These
might be selected in preference to the nocturnes, accord-
ing to the option given in the prospectus. Bach: Fugue
in C minor, No. 2, well-tempered clavier, or the inven-
tion in F, from the “Lighter Works” of Bach, pub-
lished by The Etude. E. M. Bowman.
Ques.—Please explain to me how the M. T. N. A. is
able to return rejected manuscripts to the authorsLas that
would imply an unjustified expense; and as ihe maaji-.
scripts do not contain the proper name or address; I
suppose the author has to asl£ for returning it by letter,
enclosing return stamps. As to myself, I should con-
sent to nave my manuscript, if rejected, burned, as I
should send, any way, a duplicate. But I think it would
be well to publish the answer to this, my question, in the
March issue, if not too late.—E. V. A.
Ans.—The Burr Resolutions, adopted at the Boston
meeting, give explicit directions regarding this matter.
The manuscript sent in to committee cfin bear directions
to burn if rejected. Stamps can also be sent for return
of manuscript, unless it is to be sent by express. See
official report of ’86, page 230-231.
Ques.—1. Do you think practice on the Technicon or
Techniphone very beneficial to piano pupils ? Which one
do you consider the most useful ?
2.
Can you direct me to a good system of finger gym-
nastics?—B. C.
Ans.—1. The Technicon and the Techniphone are both
useful. They do not answer the same purpose. The
Technicon is a most valuable machine for developing the
muscles of the hand, and also helps intelligence if the
practice is slow and careful. The Techniphone not only
answers the purpose of a dumb piano, but is the most
valuable corrective for an imperfect lagato (or staccato
for that matter) ever invented.
2. Get Mason’s Piano-forte Technics, and use the Broth-
erhood Technicon. Perhaps Moore’s Finger Gymnastics,
advertised in this issue, is what you want.
Ques.—
-Can you suggest some short formula of finger-
ing that would prepare one for a comparatively free exe-
cution of any combination of notes, viz : Of scales, be-
ginning on the tonic or otherwise, trills, broken chords,
chords of two or three notes, etc. If a short explanation
would not cover the case, would you please give a few
valuable directions?— R. C. B.
Ans.—A very large proportion of piano music is made
up of five-finger passages, scales and arpeggios. To all
such music apply the following
PRINCIPLES OF FINGERING.
1. Always take a five-key position when possible. Ex-
tend to six, seven of eight keys when necessary.
2. Never change the position of the hand until neces-
sity or convenience requires it. Then take the new posi-
tion at once.
3. Finger all passages derived from scales with the
regular scale fingering. (Of course you must know the
fingering of all the scales.)
4. Finger all arpeggio passages just as you do the
arpeggios you have learned separately. You will find
the fingering for all scales and arpeggios in Moore’s
Piano-forte Technics.
Chopin has many exceptional passages, but you will
find them fingered. Schumann and his successors require
a great deal of melody playing with an accompaniment
in the same hand. This demands clinging touch and
great power of discriminative emphasis.
Von Billow, Klindworth and other editors often finger
passages in unusual ways. Some of this may be really
advantageous. Some of it looks like an arbitrary whim.
Ques.—-Will The Etude please tell me whether there
is a shorter note than the sixty-fourth, either for piano or
violin?—-H. L. G.
Ans.—Notes the length of the one hundred and twenty-
eighth part , of a whole are used. Two instances now
occur to my mind
;
one in the last part of the “ grave ”
movement of Beethoven’s Sonata Pratique, and the
other in the latter part of the adagio movement of the
Fantasia Sonata in G minor of Mozart.
Ques.—-Please explain in The Etude the reason for
using a double sharp, or a double flat? Why - not print
F double sharp, G natural, or B double flat, A natural?
—J. F. B.
Ans.—To write logically and harmonically double
sharps and fiats are sometimes necessary. Take your own
instance, F double sharp belongs to the the" scale and
key of G sharp minor, and corresponds exactly to B
natural in the scale of C minor. Were you to write G
natural in the above scale instead of F double sharp, you
would have two notes with the name of G, and some
other note of the scale would be missing, and this would
be just as sensible as writing E sharp instead of F, in
the scale of C major, and leaving out F altogether.
The cases are similar. Your question is somewhat like
the one we once heard propounded, “ If the world is
round why don’t we fall off when it turns on its'axis?”
There are laws in nature, and there are also laws that
govern the writing of music.
400,000 SUBSCRIBERS.
If we gave a column to The Youth's Companion An-
nouncement, we could scarcely enumerate the attractions
it promises for its sixty-first volume. Serial stories of ad-
venture and domestic life, including the eight prize 'stories
for which f5000 has recently been awarded. Narratives
of travel by celebrated explorers, biography, history,
science, hygiene, recreation,and many more subjects are
representea in it.
We are not surprised at The Companion having nearly
400,000 subscribers when we see how it provides some*
thing of interest for eveir member of the family. The
Companion is published weekly, and fully illustrated.
Its subscription price is,$1.75 a year
;
with The Etude is
$2.75, to new subscribers.
We desire to call the attention of teachers to the Mid-
dle Grade technical Exercises, published in this and the
February numbers ofThe Etude. The work, as*will be
seen, includes exercises in normal and extended hand
positions, in various touches and rhythms, with fixed
and progressive accents (after ways original with Dr.
Mason), a series of “ Lateral Movement ” exercises, to
develop mobility of hand and fingers, exercises, for
moving the thumb under the hand ana the hand over the
thumb, besides miscellaneous exercises. These exer-
cises are the outcome of many years ofpractical work in
teaching, and will, we believe, be found useful helps in
finger-training.
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MUSICAL ART PUBLICATIONS.
Theo. Presser, 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Agent.
The following form a graded list of choice pieces of
music, each of which is attractive and suitable for pur-
poses of recreation or study :—
the piano.
Grade I. Easiest, JRecreativ4:
My First Piece—-in C. .<3. Benedetti f 20
The Drum Major—in 0. ......................... . “ 25
May be taken after the first 6 lessons in the Primary Instructor or
Firts Piano Technics.
Grade I lo XL Recreative.
Twinkling Star Waite—in C. ........... . ...... ....... .St. Croix | 25
Hop o’ my Thumb Poika—in C... .Benedetti 25
ITKlisire d’Amore—in G... ............. ........... Donizetti 25
Come on Galop—in C. Benedetti 25
Grade If. Recreative.
Barcarole—in G. St. Croix f 25
Revery—in F St. Croix 25
Morning Prayer—in F(Improved Ed.) .Streaborg 40
Classical—Same Grade,
Sonatina—in G
Allegro asmi—in F.
Beethoven f 20
“ 25
Grade II to XIX. Recreative.
The Bat —in B flat . .F. Stamati f 30
Sweet Violet—in E flat (Improved Ed,). ................ .Spindler 40
Grade III. Classical.
Allegretto—in A. Hadyn $ 30
Knecht Buprecht—in A minor Schumann ' 30
Grade IV. Meerealive.
Olivette—in A flat Audran f 40
Merry War—in F Strauss 40
Nocturne—Romance (new) .Goldbeck
.
40
Has made a great impression in New York.
CSassieM—,Same Grade.
Nottumo—in E (Midsummer Night’s Dream) .Mendelssohn f 40
Grade XV to V.
Nocturne—A flat Tausig $ 40
Lohengrin—B flat. Wagner 60
La Sonnambula. Favarger 75
Der Freisehtltz. ............ ..f “ 75
Grade V.
Sylvia (Pizzicati) Concert piece. . ....
L’Arpa—A flat.
Scherzo- Presto—E minor. ..................
Nocturne—A flat
Home, Sweet Home—in E flat, Grade IV.....
Ne Tercunde—D minor, Grade IV
Purling Stream—in F, Grade IV.
Song of the Fountain—in F, Grade V
Waltz—F minor, Grade V
L’ Ingenue Waltz
—
B fiat, Grade IV to V
Goldbeck f 00
. Joachim Kaff 68
..Mendelssohn 5q
.... .Thalberg 80
30
50
.Goldbeck 1 00
“ 80
. . .Chopin 25
. .
.Mattel 75
Grade Vito VII. Difficult.
Bh&paody NOjl3—in A Liszt $ 80
“ No. 8—in F sharp “ 80
Rondeau brilliant—E Sat. .Weber 75
Le Tourbillon—Celebrated Whirlwind Waltz ...Goldbeck 1 00
Grade II—Don Giovanni—in C. Mozart 30
“ Home, Sweet Home—in F St. Croix 25
Grade III—Bspaaola—in F Goldbeck 60
Grade 1V-?On the Bay—in E flat. “ 40
Grade F—Fluttering Dove—in A fiat... “ 100
“ Mountain Chapel—in G “ 60
“ Ockerthai in E Litolff 40
“ In the Garden of the Emperor—in K flat Goldbeck 60
Grade VI—Berceuse—in D flat.......... Chopin 60
PIANO METHODS AND EXERCISES.
Primary Piano -Instructor R. Goldbeck $2 00
First step to beginning of third. Grade. -
;
First Technics—First and Second Grades. R. Goldbeck 1 00
Thirty-six Exercises—in Three Parts—-Third and Fourth Grades
—
Pari — 80
Part II.....— 80
Part III. . 125
Twelve Exercises and Etudes—Grades 4 and 5
—
Parti...... ........ .... ..... .... .. 80
Part II................................................... 80
MUSICAL ART PUBLICATIONS.
Goldbeck’s Musical Instructor, bound (vol 1) $1 60
(Postage 11 cents.)
Musical Art, bound (vol. 2) 2 75
(Postage 31 cents.)
“ «
- (vol. 3) 2 75
(Postage 32 cents.]
These volumes contain tlir tfe-p* graduating courses, reading and
music text of the Piano, Voice and Harmony from «,« first Sjegluaisg.
A > m. firet eopit# < h vctoc* v .
VOCAL MUSIC.
The Falconer—B flat, 1c— s f„
Parting—in F, »c—*f
Oh, Fragrant Grove, Waltz Song, ('d-—’g). . .........
Adieu, our Dream of Love, ’c
—
ab flat
Those Evening Bells—F, Celebrated Alto Song......
.
As a Solo, or with Violin, Flute or Cello accon:
Forever to Thee—Alto Song—in G.
Vocal Instructor,- by S. Goldbeck. . .................
Is making its way as the moat efficient Instructor.
Vocal.Ktudea and Exercises—in Two Parts
—
Part I...........,..,,,.......,,.. ...... .......
Part II
My Sailor Love-in F. ......
.
Ave Maria—in F. .
.
Tarantella—A minor. .......
Awakening of Spring—in G .
.
Heavenly Serenade—in A flat—male voices. .
.
Drop, Drop, slow Tears—male voices .........
Collection of 7 Quartettes—each a gem—of mo
Gloria in Excelsis. . ...........................
Te Beam ...................................
ORGAN.
Collection of 9 Voluntaries in 8vo form. ......
Collection of 9 Voluntaries in 4to form.
THEORETICA1
The Harmony Primer.......
, . . .PmsutS $ 26
30
... . . .Earl© 40
..Goldbeck 40
U 0®
lauiment.
, .Goldbeck 40
•
.......... |2 50
SO
*0
. , . Roeekei f 35
.....Franz 25
. . . . . Matte! 40
. .d’Almeda 25
0 ...
|
60
> „ 25
25
ifficulty $1 50
>0.9000. .99 40
60
........... | 80
00
.... $ 75
Dream Bells—A flat, Grade IV. f 60
ASrial Galop—G flat 1 00
A Brilliant Concert Piec®.
The Musical Art Publishing Company, under the'
general management of Mr. Robert Goldbeck, with our-
selves as agents, has entered upon its field of activity,
not only under the fairest auspices, but also with the
most gratifying immediate success. The number of
stockholders is fast increasing, and orders for the exer-
cises and pieces which form the three graduating courses
of the Voice, Piano and- Harmony, as far as they have
been completed, are received at both the New York and
Philadelphia offices of the Company. As foreshadowed
in the circular issued, a dividend in money will be de-
clared at the end of the first quarter, on April 1st of the
present year, and remitted to the stockholders registered
upon the books of the Company.
Important publications are being prepared, of which
due notice will be given to holders of shares within a
week or ten days. In the coming Fall it is expected
that the Weekly Art Critic
,
in the form of a Sunday
newspaper, will make its appearance, that event having
been determined upon as soon as 1000 shares shall have
been sold.
The Weekly Art Critic will possess the character a
metropolitan issue of that nature should have. It will
be governing, tone-giving, and the endeavor will be
maintained to have its opinions be the criterion of all
that is excellent. Upon some of its pages will be dis-
cussed the more significant musical events of the day,
not as news exclusively, but as to their relation to Art
progress, by that means conveying instruction and cor-
rect judgment. •
One brilliant page will reflect the dazzling society life
of New York and other centres.
The Etdde will continue its course of educational dis-
cussion and advancement, favoring correspondence from
all distinguished musical minds of our present time, thus
going hand in hand with the Weekly Art Critic that is to
be, disseminating the beautiful, good and true in music,
.upporting and elevating its profession, organizing its
scattered forces, and helping to lead onward the Art Ve
4li love.
We have made our place a distributing point of the
Musical Art Publication. Those desiring shares can
receive them directly from our office. Circulars and
other information concerning the Company will be given
on application.
m ARBOR SCHOOL Of MUSIC,
ESTABLISHED IN CONNECTION WITH THE
Mieraitf of MichigaH art the AhArte High SctooL
H. 8. FRIEZE, LL. D., ALEXANDER WINCHELL, LL. D.,
President. Vice-President.
W. J. HBRDMAN, Ph.D.,M.D., CHRISTIAN MACK,
Becrtiiary,
CALVIN B. CADY, Director.
Caivih B. Cady, Mas. Ahna E. Wardkjt,
Miss Makian Smith, Mm. V. L. Yom&, a.m.
Voice Culture and Singing:
Mg. Orin B. Cady, Mm. Anna S. Waebeh.
Organ :
—
Calyim B. Cady, Mr. F. L. York, a.m.
Violin, and Ensemble Playing;—Me. W*. Ludjsub.
’Cello Mb. Harold B. Wilson, b.».
Brass Instruments Me. e. l. Drak*.
Clarinet :
—
Mr. M. H. Class.
Science and Art of Teaching :
—
Calvix B. Cady.
K (1)
To combine Musical and Literary Studies as the basis
for abroad preparation for a Special and Advanced Course in the Univer-
sity. (2) To use the Art of Music as a means for Intellectual, Esthetic
and Moral Culture. (3) To furnish instruction in all branches of
Music to Professional and Amateur Students. (4) To Educate
Tcachzks. «
Brsnches of Sstnsiy; Plano, Voice Culture,Violin,Vlola, ’Cello,
Orchestral Instruments, Organ, Choral Music, Harmony, Counternoint,
Composition, Science and Art of Teaching.A Music Course is offered in the High School for which a
diplosa is given. Courses In Harmony, etc., and Choral Music rs*s
to students taking an Instrumental or Vocal Study, if they Bkgin with
the School -Year. During Sprino Tirm a course of Lectures, one per
week, will be given on Teaching.
Means f&r GeaergI Culture. Lectures in the University
are_ open to visitors. The University Library ia tree toall. The best
artiste in Music sad Draasa are to be heard, and also Prominent Lec-
turera. See the University Calendar for Art and Sculptors Gallery
and Museum. Competent students have the privilege of the practical
study of Choral Compositions in a Vocal Society, and ensemble playing
with stringed instruments. Courses m Music- in the University count
toward degrees.
To all who are looking for a place for the education, literary and musical,
of their children, we should be pledged to send an Announcsmsnt,
giving full information of the work of the School.
AMtem ©ALVI1 i, CADY,
AMN ARBOR, MICH.
He A, ROLANT,
Watch and Clock Repairing Doij Limited,
CHRONOMETERS,
CALENDAR WATCHES, REPEATERS MB CHRONOGRAPHS,
ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS, MUSICAL BOXES,
Repairiag and adjusting a specialty; Orders by mail
promptly attended to.
.
,
104 South 12th Street,
TPHLlX.iklSKIjFIIIA., IP.A..
(For reference apply to Publishers of Tag IStsjss.?
Bach s Lighter
Edited, for Instructive Purposes, by FRANZ KULLAJC,
Translated by THEO. PRESSES.
PEICE #1.50, POSTPAID.
ii Iaportent locational fort.
This work is one that every pupil of the Piano-forte who expects to
rise above mediocrity should study. It is the first work mentioned on
the list of pieces Aw the examinations of the American College of Hi-
siciaas. It can follow the study of Czerny’s Velocity. Ask for our edi-
tion, as it is the only one that has an English translation, *ud is far
superior, in clearness of print, to the original foreign edition.
Address Publisher,
.
THEO. PRESSER,
-
- tm.efcMtrnrt:
The unbounded universe is one sleepless tyre,
whose chords of love, of hope, of purity and peace
are fanned into a dreamy and mystic melody by
the breath of the invisible God.
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.m chartered and eei icati oi )01 ice of the f Stmt
ixm rfifim
Artici,* 3.—The capital stock of the said company sba.
shall be a boded into 5000 shares of 5 dollars each.
ARTictK 4.—The said company shall commence on the
in existence for the term of 50 years.
As stated, the capital stock of the Musical Art .PublishingCompany1
hares, at 5 dollars each.
twenty-five thousand dollars,, which
lay of December, 1880, »n.d continue
00 dollars,dividedinto
Two Thousand of these shares are offered for sale,
thus affording an opportunity to those who appreciate the
value of the Musical Art Publications to assist -in their
rapid completion and dissemination, as well as to share
in the pecuniary benefits accruing from their sale. The
Company also firmly believe that their friends, far and
near, will come forward and substantially further so praise-
worthy an enterprise by a liberal purchase of shares.
It may be safely predicted that dividends will b<
at the end of the first quarter (beginning with date), an
quarterly thereafter, with unbroken regularity sad in is
SHARES CONVERTIBLE.
.
convertible at any time, by those who wish
it, into the music and books published by the Musical Art
Publishing Company
,
allowing the usual discount to pro-
fession and trade.
mwmSE OF SHARES PURCHASABLE.
One person may buy a single share or any number of
Shares can only be bought for cash
;
remi
lerefore accompany all orders for s'
Address all inquiries or orders to
nees shoulc
TV, ana
30 Fii
»’(U .
to
1704 Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Pa
THE SWSI6AL ART PWBL1CATI01S
Consist of the three Graduating Courses of the Piano, the
Voice and Harmony, beginning with rudimentary, practi-
cal and theoretical knowledge, and ending .with such ad-
vanced grades when the student may properly be said to
have graduated, because fully capable of progressing with-
out the aid of instruction. The whole work, when com-
pleted, will consist of 6 large volumes, at' an average net
rice, probably, of$2.50 per volume, or $15.00 for the set.
"
ree of these volumes are finished. The work will eon-Tb
irge number of
at are iBerita-
for the voice-;
j a Primer 0
Harmony
tain a full course of Piano Studies .§ as very J
graded piano pieces, including all styles t!
pious
;
a vocal instructor, graded studies
song Bits, cavatinas and dramatic scenes
General Musical Knowledge, A Primer of
Harmony Graduating Course, The Teachers’ Cod
analytical and critical Dictionary; in short, all that can
possibly be needed in the well ordered and easily conveyed
material of the pupil.
vast amount of instructive reading, explaining every
imaginable point of Art, accompanies the student’s every
stage to build up that mental capacity without which an
independent and beautiful interpretation of Music is im*
application (inclose stamp), a prospectus with
music list will be forwarded, and any furthur information
cheerfully given. When forwarding money for a share or
shares, please send by registered letter, postal or express
order, or cheek, to
130 Fifth Ave,, Hew York, ID Y,
1704 Chestnut St, Philadelphia
-rtf’ HE HNIPHONE
TEE TECHNIPH0HE is an instrument with
a piano-forte key-board and genuine piano touch,
designed as a substitute for the piano in learning
the mechanical part or technic of piano playing.
For the easy, certain, almost automatic ac-
quiring of a perfect legato and all grades of
staccato, it is as superior to the piano as the
foot-rule is superior to the eye in taking exact
measurements.
Three months of faithful work on the Techni-
phone will lay a better foundation, and advance
the pupil further in acquiring a correct touch
—
the supreme accomplishment in piano playing—
than two years of equally faithful work on the
piano alone. This it does through the novel in-
vention of return sounds to the keys, which intro-
duce into all elementary work a clearness and
precision never before known.
The Teehniphone reveals the secret Of all
great players. It gives to every
extra expense, and at home, the help heretofore
enjoyed only by a favored few, under high-
priced teachers or in foreign, study.
For silent practice, or for strengthening prac-
tice with its seven different degrees of key-
force, there is nothing like it. It- saves ’'the
action and tone of a good piano annually more
than its own cost, and it spares a suffering
world the intolerable annoyance of piano-drum-
ming.
The Teehniphone is no longer an experiment.
During the past two years it has been put to
the severest tests of daily use in schools and
conservatories, and by the most distinguished
musicians, and no one has ever been returned.
AUXILIARY TO THE PIANO
*
,
~ N&w York, November 14, 1885.
I conscientiously and cheerfully recommend the Teehniphone to all my personal friends and to
JULIE RIVE-KING.
TEST1B81IALS,
pupils and players of all grades.
have often thought, if at the beginning the piano could be kept locked a month or two, until
pil had learned the first rudiments, and if It were possible something of technic without pro-the pupi u u ic u u m uni uuu a 11 i siDiesome ns pducing a tone, it would be the very wisest course. Your Teehniphone admits of this very thing.
It is the first substitute for the piano itself for teaching and practice I ever saw that I could endorse.
It I do endorse heartily. Great good must come from its proper use.
Elxiba, N. Y. JOHN B. MARSH.
Hekshey School of Music, Chicago.
I earnestly advise the use of the Teehniphone by all teachers and students of the piano and
organ. CLARENCE EDDY.
•».
Chicago, November 10, 1885.
I sxnerience now the benefit of my five months’ practice on it with splendid results.
FREDERICK BOSCOVITZ.
Bteinway Hall, New York.
It is the best means I ever had at my disposal for teaching the piano correctly and thoroughly.
LYOS A HSALY,
A. R. PARSONS.
The Teehniphone is much superior to all other things of the
to have one.
ftnd. I think every pianist ought
S. B. MILLS.
And best of all, an infallible test to one’s legato touch in the ingenious bi-click. This bi-click tells
many tales, as lots of self-sufllcient pianists Save found to theijr surprise. It is a musical detective,
and, no matter how well you may think you piny legato, in nine cases out of tea you discover you
have been lapping the tones unconsciously.—0W fogy, in The Etude, July, 1886.
I am ^delighted with the Teehniphone, and although I have had it such a short time, I believe
myself full^justliied in saying that it is a marvel of its kind. Every pianist who makes the least
pretensions should have one. Yours truly, TTTDWTfi THOMAS
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 24, 1886.
Chickkking
After sixteen months’ constant use of the Teehniphone, I am
the greatest value to me in many ways, chief among which is t
give to practice for purely technical facility and accuracy, to fully om-half.
touch is
much
financial
i I stronger, firmer, and more elastic, while the performance of a heavy programme produc
i less fatigue than it did before I commenced using lt. X would not be deprived of it for an
da consideration. In fact, I find it indispensable. JULIE RIVE-KING,
1886.
ved of
have to
I find, also, that my
es
y
TBOHniPHOFE OCX,
No. 7 West 14th Street, New York.
